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Abstract

Classical and quantum aspects of the constrained dynamical systems are consid-

ered. The thesis is divided into three separate but related sections. First, a straight-

fo¡rvard method for obtaining the generators of Lagrangian gauge transformations

within the Lagrangian formalism is presented. This procedure can be car¡ied out

completely without the need of developing the Dirac-Ha"'ilton formalism. It is shown

that, in the generic case of systems haviug chains of Lagrangian constraiats up to a

level Ë (k >2), the variations 6q und.er which the action is invariant depend on 8, #
and higher time derivatives up to S. tn" relation between this Lagrangíau approach

and the staudard Dirac-Hamilton approach is discussed. Secondl¡ the most general

dilaton gravity theory in two space-time dimensions is studied. It is proven that, up

to space-time diffeomorphisms, the general solutions of the field equatious form a one

parameter famity of distinct solutions. A Hamittonian analysis is performed and the

reduced phase space, which is two dimensional, is explicitly constructed in a suitable

parametrization of the fields. The theory is then quantized via the Dirac meihod in

a functionat Sch¡õdinger representation. The quantum constraints a¡e solved exactly

to yield the (spatial) difeomorphism inva¡iant physical wave functionals for all theo-

ries considered. These wave functionals depend explicitly on the single configuration

space coordinate as well as on the embedding of space into space'time (i.e. on the

choice of time). FinallS Hamiltoniau models are proposed for the description of the

motion of a spinning relativistic particle with gyromagrtetic ratio g = 2 in an external

u¡iform and static electromagnetic field in 3*1 aud 2*1 dimensions. The antisym-

metric spin matrix is written in terms of some oew generalized coordinates and their

conjugate momenta by analogy with the orbital angula¡ momentum matrix so that

the Poincare algebra is satisfied. The correct equations of motion are obtained in

both cases. The Dirac canonical quantization of the 2*1 dimensional model is also

considered.
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1 Gauge Invariance of Systems with Constraints



1.1 Introduction

Gauge theories play a very important role in modern theoretical physics and in partic-

ular in elementary particle physics. It is well known that gauge theories belong to the

class of the so-called singular Lagrangian theories. A systematic approach for study-

ing singular Lagrangian theories was developed by Dirac [1]. The Dirac-Harnilton

canonical formalism [1] stays at the root of modern Quantum Field Theory [2' 3].

The sta¡dard quantization methods cennot be applied to the singular Lagrangian

theories directly due to the lack of a well-defined theory of physical observables.

Some problems concerning the theory of physical observables in the Lagrangian and

H¡rniltonia¡ formalis-" have been studied in [1, 4, 5, 6, 71. The Dirac-H¡milton

formalism is at the foundation of the most general methods of quantization of unified

interaction theories [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. Nowadays the so'called BRST (Beccl'i-

Rouet-Stora-Tyutin)[t+, fS] and BFV (Batalin-Fradkin-Vilkovilsky) [9, 10, 11' 12]

procedures a¡e of special importance. The modem. approach to the quantization of

gauge theories makes use of the BRST and BFV methods in order to save the explicit

covariance while remaining within the scope of renormalizablefield theories. Ilowever,

the BRST-BFV approach has been criticized from several points of view [16' 17].

V[e thiuk that a better understanding of the classical theory of singular La-

graagians in the finite-.dimensional case would clarify many unsolved problems in

the modern quantization methods.

It is recognized that at the classical formulation of the singular Lagrangian theories

there remain some problems which need cla¡ification. Iu [18] the relation between

the Hamiltonia¡ and Lagrangiaa const¡aints has been studied. Io [3, 19, 21] the

Hemiltonia¡ and Lagrangian formalisms for constrained systems were developed and

several relatious between the two were obtained. I" [7] a unification of the two

descriptions rryas proposed.

The question of gauge inva¡iance for systems with constraints has been investi-

gated by mauy authors. Finding the Lagrangran gauge transformations under which



a given action remains invariant is, in general, a non trivial task. A way of solv-

ing this problem, based on the Dirac-Hamilton formalism [1], has been developed in

120,21,22,23,24,25,26,271. The method consists of finding the generating fuaction

of infinitesimal canonical gauge transformations i[ as a proper linear combination

of the Hamiltonian constraints. In general V(t,g,p,),i,i,...) depends on the coor-

dinates g, the conjugate momenta p and the Lagrange multipliers À and their time

derivatives i, i, etc. The Lagrangian gauge transformations derived in this Dirac-

Hamilton approach take the form:

- AV. ôf' !.
6qt : 

ñ(t,,ø,=6Uk,,i), 
À(q,,i), À(q, d,ù,...).

Our purpose is to develop a straightforwa¡d method of finding the Lagrangian

gauge t¡ansformations of a given action within the Lagrangiaa formalism. This

method is a generalization of the one used previously in [5] for systems having at

most Lagrangian constraints of the first level. Here we consider the generic case of

systems having Lagrangian constraints of first, second and higher order levels. It is

assumed that the Lagrangian constraints are projectable or weakly projectable into

the momentum phase space. The Lagrangian generators of gauge transformations

a¡e obtained from the consistency conditions obeyed by the Lagrangian constraints.

Follolving the method presented here it is not necessaxy to assume a priori thai the

action is invariant u¡der certain gauge t¡ansformations. In fact, the gauge trans-

formations are simply derived from the constraint structure. This is an important

difference between our approach and the one used in [19, 28, 29, 30, 31' 32] which

assumes the action to be invariant under a certain type of gauge transformations. I¡
that approach it is usually assumed [i9, 29, 30, 31, 32] that the gauge t¡ansforma-

tions g -| g + 69 are such that 6q depends only on the coordinates g and the velocities

q:'#.We shorv that this assumption, although valid for some particular cases, may

be not valid in the most generic case. Indeed, \rye prove that in the generic case of

systems having chains of Lagrangian constraints up to a level k (k > 2), the va¡iations



69 und.er which the action is invariant depend on % # and higher time derivatives up

ø#.
In Section I.2 the Dirac-Hamilton method for finding the gauge transformations

is reviewed. It is assumed that the system has only first-class constraints. In Section

1.3 the conditions obeyed by the physical quantities in the Dirac-Hamilton approach

a¡e derived. In Section 1.4 the Lagrangian generators of gauge transformations are

obtained explicitly for the case of systems having projectable Lagrangian constraints.

It is also shown how a similar procedure can be carried out when the Lagrangian

constraints are weakly projectable. The relation between the Lagrangian approach

proposed here and the sta¡dard Dirac-Hamilton approach of Section I.2 120,2L,22,

23,24,25,26,271is discussed in Section 1.5.

Sections 1.2 aod 1.3 contain well kuown material a¡d are intended only as a review.

The original results that we have obtained are presented in Sections 1.4 and 1.5 and

were preprinted in [33].



L.2 The Dirac-Hamilton approach

Let us consider systems with only first-class Hamiltonian constraints[1]. According to

Dirac [1] a first-class function is one that has vaaishing (in the constrained manifold)

Poisson brackets with atl the constraints. The system is described by the action:

s: I atr, (1)

.D is the Lagrangian of the system which is defined in the velocity phase space

fQ gQ is the tangent bundle of the n-dimensional configuration space Q). The

q; (i = I,2,...,n) are the generalized coordinates *d ,i; = ff a¡e the generalized

velocities.

The Euler-Lagrange equations of motion may be written in the following form:

L¡=W;¡Q¡ -ti:0, (i,i =!,2,,...,n) (2)

where,

a2LItr
arlt 

^. ^.' o8;o8¡

AL A2L:st ôq, " oqtoq,

(3)

(4)

We assume that the dimension of the kernel of the Hessian matrix I4l is constant

in TQ and equal to m;

ranlellw,¡ll=n-m (5)

We denote as 7(r)1n, q) 0t - I,2,...,ræ) a set of ünearly independent null eigen-

vectors of the Hessian matrix:

l')w;¡ = o, 0t = 7r2r...rn) (6)

Following Dirac's meihod the primary Hamiltonian constraints are obtained from

the relations defining the canonical momenta

AL
Pi: 

-oq;

Ð

(7)



The number of primary Hamiltonian constraints coincides with the dimension of

the kernel of the Hessian matrix.

The total Hamiltonian equations (which a.re equivalent to the Euler-Lagrange

equations of motion (2)) can be written as follows:

where dÍ.0) *" the primary Ha^rniltonian constraints (p = 1r2,,...rm), The correspond-

ing Lagrange multipliers are d,enoted, by Àu. The ca¡onical Hamiltonian H"(q,p) is

any furction of (g,p) satisfying

. 0H",,aÓl:)
8; = 6. u6
. 0H" , aöl:)
P; - -6-"16

ö(Pk,P) : o

,"lo,Hl= d'yù,- L(q,q)

The total Hamiltonian is defined as

(8)

(e)

(10)

(11)

¡¡{})(q, p) = H"(q,p) + \uöÍl)(q,p) (12)

AII the primary Hamiltonian constraints /[o) are assumed to be fi¡st-class. This

meâns that the Poisson brackets among them a.re equal to a linea¡ combination of

themselves:

{dÍ,0), dÍo)} = Df,;fl'o) 6tol' Ú s (1 3)

The label above the equality indicates in which subspace of the momentum phase

space l.Q this equality holds. Mo is the subset of the momentum phase space Î*Q

defined by the primary Hamiltouian constraints /!f)(q,P) = 0 (P :1,2, "',n)'
The secondary constraints dÍl) *u obtained from the consistency conditions on

the primary constraints:

ó(:) = {dÍl), ¡/"} + 
^,{ö(:),¿(o)} 

- o 0t -- t,2,...,m) (14)



Equations (1a) should be satisfied for all the solutions of the total Hamiltonian

equations of motion (8-10). From (13) and (14) it follows that we can define the

secondary Hamiltonian constraints /[t) * öl]') = {ölP,H"}.

The tertiary Hamiltonian const¡aints result from the consistency conditions on

the secondary ones, and so on. All the Hamiltonian constraints of the system can be

obtained following this algorithm (it is the so-called Dirac algorithm).

W'e may write all the Hamiltonian constraints of the system in the following form:

ól:)

ót) : {óf,), n"¡

ö(Í) = {öp, n"¡

- primary Ha¡niltonian constraints,

- secondary Ha,miltonian constraints,

- tertiary Hamiltonian constraints,
(1 5)

ót) = {óf,-'l , r", - (Ë + 1)-*y Ha"''iltonian constraints.

For simplicity, we assume that å is independent of p. The primary Hamiltonian

constraints define a subset of the momentum phase sPace ?.Q denoted as Ms; the

secondary Hamiltonian constraints defrne a subset of. Mo which we denote as M1, and

so on, the (,b * l)-ary Hamiitonian const¡aints defi.ne a subset of. M*-t denoted as

M¡. Therefore, M¡ is defined by the vanishing of all the Hamiltonian constraints of

the system. It is assumed that Dirac's algorithm stops at some level denoted by Ë,

which means that
k

{dÍi), H"} = I rii)(q, p)óf)(q,p)
.c=0

All the Hamiltonian constraints are assumed to be first-class, therefore, the Pois-

son brackets among the Hamiltonian constraints should vanish in the constraint sur-

(16)

7



facez

{ól:) ,ö{t)} = Ð nÍl;iù öt") 4 o

Let us consider the infinitesimal canonical transformations mapping solutions into

solutions of the total Hamiltonian equations of motiou (S-10). Under such ca¡onical

transformations the total Ha.miltonian tra¡sfonns as follows:

u|)k,p) - HF)k,p) (18)

The generating function \û of these iufinitesimal ca¡onical tra¡sformations should

satisfy the following two conditions 120, 2L, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 2712

iú - is a first-class function

¿g * {q,. ¡/"} + ),,{\Í, dÍf)} = ,uól:)
Dt ¡ L-'¿¿r

where u)t! are some functions of. t, qrp atrd À, i, etc. The derivative ft denotes

DA'0=0fr=h*^,i^,*^,fr+... (21)

The infinitesimal ca¡onical transformations generated by 'i[ map the solution

(q(ú),e(t),.\(t)) into another trajectory (q'(¿), f (t),À'(t)):

qirÐ = qi(r) + ,ffO,q|),p(t),À(¿), i(t),. ..) (22)

piþ) = p¡(¿) - ,ffi{r,q(t),p(t),.\(t), i(t),...) (23)

rí,(r) = Àp(¿) + euu(t,q(r),p(ú), À(t), i(t),...) (24)

which satisfies the equations of motion (8-10) with the total Hamiltonian f411,

fI{}') =r{})+ erröf;\ - H"+^'röf) (25)

The condition (19) of ü being a first-class function guarantees that \[ generates

transformations from point 
" 

(q, p) of. Mt, into points (q' , /) of the sarne subset Mt. The

condition (20) furnishes that the canonical transformations of the total Hamiltonian

(17)

(1 e)

(20)



equations of motion bring about the same total Hamitonian equations of motion in

which only the Lagrange multipliers are c,b.anged.

The existence of a function llr satisfying (19,20) can be proven by expressing it

as a linear combination of all the first-class Harniltonia¡ constraints of the system in

the following way 120, 2L, 22, 23, 24, 26, 26, 27]1:

km
iú = Ð D clP þ, 8, p, À,i, ...)dÍi)(q, p)

¡=0 ,¡=1

The condition (19) on ür is thus automatically satisfied. The coefi.cieats Ç@ (s -
0, 1,..., k) (p : !,2,...,n) can always be selected in order to satisfy (20). Indeed, the

coeffi.cients C[t) 0t = I,2,,...rm) cau be chosen to be some a.rbitrary functions of t,

g and p, while the other coefrcients Cfl (s = 0,L,...,k - t) (¡, : Lr2,...,n2) are

determined by the recursive relations:

DCþ+r)
- {cj'+tl, H.} - cf,i r[:,+tt -

s=0r1,...r&-1
Notice that

(26)

DI

fr" I r .l
l{cÍ"*'),dlo)}+ t tç(ùp(r'o'*t)l QT)
I r=r{1 ? J

+r, 
[{cl')

u), = "# + {cÍP,H"} + cfir[1,t *

, dto)) - åt cÍ")DÍ?l,')] (28)

As we cân see from (27) in general the coefrcients CjÊ-l) depend on the t, g, p and

À; the coefficients Cf,'z¡ depend on the t,, grp, À a¡d i; and so on. The coefficients

CÍo) io general depend on the t, g, p, À, i, i, ..., #. Therefore, the generating

function V (26) of the canonical transformations (22-24) depends in general on Ú,

g,, p, \, i, i,..., # Remember that Ë is the step at which the Dirac constraint

algorithm (15) stops. It is interesting to notice that in general the functions øu (28)

depend on ú, g, p, À, i, i,..., #.



Following [18] we consider the application fiber derivative of the Lagrangiar (Ft)

of the tangent bundle TQ on the cotangeot bundle î*Q

FL: TQ-T'Q

given by FL(q, q) : (q,p), where

et = lLdJq,q) =P¡(q,q) (i = 1, 2,...,n).

For the primary Harniltonian constraints we have at the Lagrangian level that

FL'{(o) = öf:) (q,P(q,,i)) = 0

tt'uÍ[' = 4ùk,ù,
oP;

FL.ry_ = _tùk,ilffi
lndeed, by differentiating (29) with respect to {¡ we obtain

,",a!lP J'!, --0.oP; oQ¡oQ¡

FL.fr" = u,#- L(q,q)

,t# = qi - Àr(q, q)4') (q, q),

,"'# = -#*Àu(q, ù|ùk,Ðffi

(2e)

where FL'is the pullback application. Fromequation (29) we can deduce thefollowing

relations:

Equation (32) allows us to identify Ft'# with the linea^rly independent eigen-

vectors 7Í') (6).

Equation (31) is obtained by diferentiating (29) with respect to q¡. Notice that

the relations (30,31) a¡e valid for any (q,q) eTQ.

Ftom the definition of the canonical Hemiltonian (11):

(30)

(31)

(32)

(33)

it follows that

(34)

(35)

10



for any (q,q) eTQ.

Indeed, differentiating (33) by {¡ we get

ffil*-''ry1 =o

This means that d, -FL-W is a null eigenvector of the Hessian matrix Wr¡ (3),

and therefore it may be expressed. as a linear combination of the basis vectors {u)
(6)'

d, -FL'# = \u(q,q)fu)(q,q).

V(s,,i) e Tq (36)

(37)

This is actually the definitíonof. the functions Àu(q,ri) which will appear in the

Dirac-Ha-ilton equations (8-10).

On the other hand, differentiating (33) by qi we obtain

,,W---#*[u,-tt'#J ffi
Using (37) in (38) we fin"Jly obtain that

,vW=-#*Àu(s, ù{utk,drffi (Be)

Theorem. The existence of infinitesimal ca¡onical tra¡sformations

-E av
þ"g' - c-.t_eAp.,

6* P' = -tgoq¡

generated by a function \[, which satisfies the conditions

(38)

(40)

(41)

iU - is a fi¡st-class function

99 * {rr,.n-} + À,,{v, d[o)1 = ,uól:)
Dt 

I t-t¿acj | '

(42)

(43)

guarantees, at the Lagrangian levei, the off-shell gauge invaria¡ce of the action 
^9 =

I L dt under the induced gauge t¡a¡sformations

6q, = FL*6Hq¡ , (44)

11



for any trajectory g(ú).

The variation of the Lagrange function .D is equal to:

6L= i,þH*'#-err.v] (45)

Proof. The induced transformations for any trajectory q(ú) in the configuration

space Q *uy be written in the following way:

6q;(t).= rrL.#. (46)

The va¡iation 69; is defi.ned as

ó,i;(¿) = fionçr¡. (47)

Using the definition of the canonical Hamiltonian

H"(q,P(q, q)) = P;(q, q) ' q¡ - L(q, q) , (48)

r¡/e may write the following expression for the variation of -t:

6L = 6P¡q;*P;.6q;- 6H"

= fi{n,tø,) + 6Piqi - 6q;P; - #un, - #uo,. (4e)

Substituting into Eq.(a9) the following relations

6q¡(¿) : rlL'.#' (50)

6P; = FL.6sp¡ +(6P;-FL.6HP;)

: -eFL. #- (6p; -FL.6Hp;) (51)

$Ft.*l = FL* 
ffa'+ 

FL. #rt+ FL.# þ2)

we obtain that

6L -- ,*lr,rd)Fl. #-FL.v] * eFL* [# - {v,¿}] +

* (n, -ffiø,erq,n)) gP; -FL.6Hp¡) (53)

12



As a result of (29) and the condition (a3) the second term in (53) can be rewritten

as

"tt. [# + {ü, 
".}] 

: -eFL* ? ^,{*,d[o']
Considering the relations (30,31) v¡e can write

FL*e . {v, dto)} : ,. (tt'#) rf' * " (tt.ffi) rt'ffi
: ,r,r 

[-rr, 
*6*p, + 

ffi(FL'6Hø¡)]

= ,@ l-tn, 
- ffi. tn 

] 
* ,!ù ge;- FL'6np¡) (55)

From the definition of P; it follows

(54)

FL'e. {v, dto)} = 1[ù16P,- FL'óäp¡)

From (54), (57) and (3a) it follows that

eFL' [# - 1v,a"]] * (u -#ro,ero,ù)) gP;-FL.6Hp¡) - 0 (58)

In other words, the second a¡d third terms iu (53) exactly cancel each other. 'We

finally obtain the following expression for the va¡iation of the Lagrange function

6P;=ffiun,*ffitu,

Substituting (56) into (55) and using (6) we get

6L = #þHrL.#- errv]

(56)

(57)

(5e)

for øny trajectory q(t) in the configuration space.

Therefore, the action S : I.D dú remains invariant under the induced gauge tra¡s-

fo¡mations (aa) wheu the variations 69 vanish in the initial and final instants of time.

Thus the theorem is proven.

In this Section we have proven the existence of a generating function V of in-

finitesimal ca¡onical transformations satisfying Eqs(42,43) for systems with fi¡st-class

13



constraints. Indeed, the function V can be constructed in the form (26) '¡¡ith as many

arbitrary functions as primary first-class constraints. The arbitrary functions are the

coefficient s C,f'), 0t = 1,2,...,m) (,t is ihe final step of Dirac's algorithm). The rest

of the coefficients Cp (s = 0,7,...,k - 1) are uniquely determined by the recur-

sive relations (27). Thus, (26) and (27) provide an explicit way of constructing the

generating functions V. The above enunciated theorem gua.rantees that the induced

Lagrangian transformations óq¡(¿) - rFL.# a¡e the Lagra.ngian gauge transforma-

tions under which the action of the system remains invariant. This is the Dirac-

Hamilton approach [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27] for finding the Lagrangian gauge

transformations. As it can be seen, it requires developing the Hamiltonian formu-

lation, constructing infinitesimal canouical gauge transformations in the momentum

phase space, and then going back again to the Lagrangian fo¡mulation.

T4



1.3 Physical observables in the Dirac-Hamilton formalism

Due to the a¡bitrariness of the Lagrange multipliers À" in (8-10), the Cauchy problem

for the ca¡onical equations of motion does not have a unique solution. This mea,ns

that we are faced with a degenerate theory. In Section L.2 we studied the infinitesimal

canonical transformations generated by !tr, (26,27) mapping solutions of the total

Hamiltonian equations of motion into solutions of the sarne equations. rtre define [3]

as an instantaneous state of the solution a(t): (q(t)'p(ú)'À(t)) of (8-10) the set of

values of the variables ø a¡d their derivatives å, i,,t, etc. at the given insta¡t of

time. We say that two solutions ø(f) and ø'(t) intersect if at some given insta¡t of

time their instanta¡eous states coincide. It is clear that in the so-called degenerate

theories there exist intersecting solutions.

The physical interpretation of the systems with fi¡st-class constraints is based on

the following two statements [1, 4, 3]:

(a) the physical state of the system, and therefore all the physical quantities' are

uniquely determined by the instautaneous state of the solutions of the corresponrling

theory:

A* (r,ù,ãrt,...) (60)

(b) the values of the physical quantities coincide for equal-time points of the

solutions which intersect:

A* (r,i,i,:i,...) = A* (r' ,à,ã' ,'l ,,..), Vú (61)

Naturally, we will consider that any function which satisfies (a) and (b) corre'

sponds to a certain physical quantity.

The generating function \[ maps a solution ø(t) of the total Hamiltonian equations

(8-10) into another solution x'(t) (22-24) of the sarne equations of motion. The explicit

time dependence of V is determined by the time dependence of the a,rbitrarily chosen

coeff.cientsC[l) (p=I,2,...,m). Ind.eed,if forexa.rnplewechoose CÍPtobesome

functions which depend only on time but not on Q¡ p or À, such that we denote

15



ur(t) = e7f,\çt¡, then we see from (26,27) that llr will necessa.rily depend on uu(t),

ùu(t), i,u(t), .',^þçt). Oo the other hand, as follows from (28), the functions @,r

depend necessarily on vr(t), ùr(t), i,u!), ...,Ç*{t), #(Ð.
Using the arbitrariness of the functions vu(t) we can dema¡d that at a certain

instaut of time t = to:

vr(to) - ír,,(to) : i,u(to) = ... = 0 (62)

This meaus that the solutions ø(ú) and c'(ú) iutersect at t : ús. Therefore, these

two solutions will describe the s¡me physical evolution of the system. The values of

the physical quantities must coincide for equal-time points, æd rne cân write this in

the followitrg \pay:

A* (r, ù,, i, î,...) = A* (r', i', ã','i,...)

From the total Hamiltouian equations of motion (8-10) it follows that the r¡alues

of rj and p a"e uniquely determined by the values of q, p and À, at a given insta¡t of

time. Taking the time derivatives of these equations we see that the r¡ariables ,í .¡d

Þ .an be expressed. as functions of the va¡iables g, P, \ and i; and so on. In other

words, the instantaneous state of a solution c(t) may be well defined by knowing only

the values of the variables g, p, \, i, i, Ï, "t". at the given instant of time. The

conditions (63) may therefore be rewritten as follows:

(63)

(64)-4*(q,p,À,i,i,...¡ = AH(q',p',À',i',i',...) V¿

From (22-24) we cân see that due to the a¡bitra¡iness of. vr(t) and to the fact

that the variations of Àu depend. on vu(t), irr(t), ÐuG), ...,ÇÞl{t), k(¿), while

the va¡iations of the coordinates g and the momenta p depend on zu(t), ùu(t), Ðu(t),

...,'þ{t), we can choose arbiirarily the variations 6À, 6i, 6i, etc., at an instant of

timet =tr Ur#to) maintainingthe values of g and pfixed (6q(¿t) = 6p(t1) = 0):

-4'(q,p,À,i,i,...¡ = AH(q,p,À* 6,\,i + 6i,À + 6À,...)

16
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Therefore, the physical quantities in the Dirac-Ha.milton formalism depend only

on the variables g and p for the solutions of the total Hamiltonian equations (8-10).

The condition (6a) can be rewritten as

Since 6À, áÀ, óÀ, etc., are completely arbitra¡y, we conclude that

aAH aAII aAH
a^:d=T ="'=v

A*(q,p) - AH(q',p') V¿

where for any given iime (g, p) e Mk, (q',p') e Mr and

qi = l;+effi

Pi = nr-'ff

q:t : ø, +,ffk,n)
, aóf)pi : u-eft(ø,n)

(66)

(70)

(71)

(67)

(68)

(6e)

It was conjectured by Dirac [1] that the first-class constraints a¡e ahvays generators

of canonical transformations mapping points (q,p) of Mr into points (q',p') of. M*

which describe the same physical state of the system. In [34, 35, 23] Dirac's conjecture

was proven for systems having only first-class constraints. A more general proof of the

conjecture suitabie for systems having first- and second-class constraints was given in

[26].

We will not present the details of the proof here. The proof relies on the fact that

all the first-class constraints enter into the expression (26) for the generating function

V of canonical gauge transformations a¡d that at any two given iustants of time

the values of the functions zu(t) and their derivatives can be chosen arbitrarily. This

guarantees that any trvo points (q, p) uod (q',d) related by a cauonical transformation

belong to two different solutions of the total Hamiltonian equations (8-10) which can

be transformed into one another by a canonical gauge trausformation generated by

ü.
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'We can then write the conditioas (67) and (70'71) as

A, (q, p) = AH (0, * ,ffr;, p), p, - ,fffn, ol) 'u:_ori,,'i, 
..' ,n* (72)

Since through each point (q,p) e Mr there passes a solution of (8-10) we conclude

that the condition (72) is valid for any poiut belonging to the subset M¡.

F¡om (72) we obiain finally the conditions required for a function to be considered

as a physical quantity in the H¡miltonia¡ formalism, namely [1, 4, 3]:

{"4r,ó(¡}þ0, 
t=:'1'"''Ë 

(?B)

þ = L,,2r...rtu

Therefore, the physical quantities in the Dirac-Hamilton formalism may be ex-

pressed as functions of the coordinates a¡d the momenta. Their Poisson brackets

with all the first-class constraints vanish in the subset M¡ defined by alt the con-

straints.
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L.4 The Lagrangian approach

Let us consider a system described by the action (1). The Euler-Lagrange equations

of motion may be written in the form (2-4). Assume the dimension of the kernel of the

Hessian matrix 17 is constant in TQ and given bV (5). 'We denote as 7(ø)10, ù 0t:
Lr...,m) a set of linearly independent null eigenvectors of the Hessian matrix (6).

Using the Euler-Lagrange equations (2) and the identiiies (6) rrye can obtain the

Lagrangian constraints of the first-level as [19, 21, 18]:

xtt) = 4ù o, P : Lr2r "'rtu (74)

jectable into ?'Q are [30, 18, 5]:

,goÍl):0, v=L,2,...,ffitt 
oq;

rvhere (75) are satisfred inTQ.

The set of constraints ¡(t) = 0 defines a subspace of the velociiy phase space ?Q

which we denote as Sr. The consistency conditions require that the constraints a¡e

preserved in time due to the equations of motion. Flom the consistency conditions

satisfied by the Lagrangian constraints of the first-level (7a) the corresponding La-

grangran constraints of the second level ¡j;2) [19, 18] can be obtained. These new

constraints defi¡e a subspace of ^9r that can be denoted as ^92. From the consistency

conditions on the Lagrangian constraints of the second-level we can obtain Lagrangian

constraints of the third-level ¡[3), and so on. For a finite dimensional system this al-

goriihm stops at some level & (no more new constraints appear from the consistency

conditions on XÍl)). 
'We 

assume that our Lagrangian is such that the consistetrcy con-

ditions on the Lagrangian constraints do not generate any ne\ry equations involving

the accelerations ,i. This is equivalent to assuming that all the Lagrangian constraints

are projectable or at least weakly projectable into the momentum phase sPace T'Q.

First, let us consider the case when att the Lagrangian constraints are projectable

into T'Q. The necessary and sufrcient conditions for a constraint Xl! to be pro'

19
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The fact that the consistency conditions on Xfj) ao not generate new equations

involving the accelerations is a direct consequence of (75). Indeed,

+=ffa,+ffat' (76)

and, from the identities (6) and (75) it follows that ffi can be written as a linear

combination of W;¡ (i=lr...rn'):

ry =úllk,ùw;¡(q,q)oq¡ - 
utr

Substituting (77) into (76) we get:

+=ffa,+bfl,,;+g)r,; (78)

(77)

Notice that in (78) the only term involving the accelarations is ihe la.st one which

is a linear combination of ihe left-hand-sides of the originatly derived Euler-Lagrange

equations (2). Therefore, the consistency conditions il3;¿! = 0 d.o not generate any

new equations iuvolving {.

It is then clear that, when all the Lagrangian constraints are projeciable, the

consistency conditions take the form:

¿xf;')
xl? k,¿) + ¡!1) (q, q) L;(q, q, q)

xf? k, a) + ti) k, ù L,(q, q, q)
dt

¿xÍ!-')
dt
¿xÍ!)

dt

(7e)

= xf,)k,,i) + aj"t-tl k,ùL,(q,q,q)
k

= Ð "fflk, 
q) x9 k,,i) + ¡Í"t)(q , q)L¡(q, q, q)

l=L

dt
¿xl?

Notice that, since the algorithm stops at level ,t, the consistency conditions on the

constraintr XÍI) involve a linear combination of alt the constraints. In general, the

functions ø[! depend on g and ri. Here, for simplicity, we assume that & is independent



of p. In general, of course, the chains of Lagrangian constraints ca¡r be of diferent

length.

Our purpose in this Section is to obtain from (79) the Noether identities. First,

it can be noticed that from (79) it follows:

#=å,gxg-H fi{nfi-',r.,,) tt=!,2,...,tu (80)

Flom the definition (7a) of the Lagrangian constraints of the first-level and the

identities (6) we see that rrye cân rewrite XÍl) .t follows:

xl,'\ : -uf,,) L; (8i)

where,

ô!1) = /') (82)

On the other hand, from (79) it follows that:

x(,? : -n#rll,'-ù rù t = !,2, "',k (83)

Substituting (83) into (80), and redefining the summations, we get:

F-#r'¡-4 
L) ii ,f ,'l:)#ruy:'-') 

L) =0 (84)

It is possible to prove that for any arbitra,ry functions of time A(f) and B(f) the

following relation holds:

^#=fiøt)+i frolt,#t, I>t (85)

where,

'!20 -f vt:i'\ (86)
a=1

md,

Vlr't'¡- -""'' "ot(t - o)t

vo@,t) : (-1)" "Ët "-"f-" d-d*3-rr-r' 
. . . 

o-t-"t1"'-""-'

t¡ =1 r2=1 t3=1 ta-l=l

¿l
(87)

rlr2l... ro-¡t(o - r¡ - 12 - ... - ro-t)!(l - o)l
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d,>2

Notice th,ú ul2o are just some integer numbers.

It is convenient to make use of the relations (85-87) in (8a). Indeed (85-87) allow

us to rewrite the second term in (8a) in a suitable form. As a result of this substitution

we obtain that:

(88)

f *o'¡-41ù-Ï #tf, of)tf,-¿-'t¡¡.
t=O *u l=O n" t=!*l

- ii Ë^#rtt,,å, #":'t bf,",-¿-L) 7,¡ = s

By perfor*ing a proper redefinition of the summations in the last term in (88),

we cân rewrite (88) as follows:

n#r'¡-' Lù-'Ð' #r,*,a(;) 6'-t-t)¿¡)-

ii #l,E,,f ,';!'ffi6{re-r)¿'] =s (8e)

or equivalently:

fio(:] 
r.,t . #[,P -'f)ul'.r r,] -Ef*lr. " -,å, af;) 6Q-t-'lt -

-,-i-, 
"å,,P,#¡s'-o-t)71,1 

= o (eo)

It = Ir2r...rtu

The relatioas (90) a¡e the Noether identities satisfied by the left-hand-sides .L¡ :

W;¡ã¡ - o¡ of the Euler-Lagrange equations. The Noether identities a¡e '¡¿lid for

any trajectory q(t) in configuration space Q. The second Noether theorem states

that the Noether identities are necessary and suffcient conditions for the action (1)

to be iuvariani under gauge t¡ansformations. The number of independent Noether

id.entities is equal to the number of arbitrary functions of time involved in the gauge

t¡ansformations. If the .D¡ satisfy the identities:

fe+ fief? L,¡ : s tt = L',2, "',ffi (e1)



where P[!) ur. certain functions of q, q, etc, then the action (1) is inva¡iaot u¡der the

gauge transformations:

where,

q;+q;*6q;,

6q,=Ðt#rl,
aud, vice versa, if (1) is invariant under (92) then the left-hand-sides .D¡ of the Euler-

Lagrange equations satisfy the identities (91). Notice that vu(t) (p: L,...,n) a,re

arbiirary functions of time.

In this Section, from the consistency conditions satisfied by the projectable La-

grangran constraints (79), we have obtained the Noether identities (91) in the form

(90). The functions Pjf) are called. Lagrangian generators of the gauge tra¡sfo¡ma-

tions (92). We see that when the Lagrangian constraints satisfy consistency conditions

of the form (79) the Lagrangian generators of gauge transformations can be expressed

iu terms of the functions a!! 
""a 

ø[! defined in (79) aud of the time derivatives of

of), * follows:

(e2)

(e3)

Pjf) = (-r)*ö11)

pjf-'r = (-r¡{t-tl1ôÍ,1) -'Í!)uli,))

P:? = (-1)' 
[u*-', 

- ,å, 
a(;)ut:-t-'t -

,-i, "å,'(ù'#Put:-'-"]
l:0r].,,,.rk _ z

where ,l!o *" integer numbers defined in (86-37).

Notice that Pjf) and Pjf-l) d.ep"nd only on q and ri, while pÍ,!) Q: 0, 1, ...,k -2)
depend. otr 9,,i,,i und higher derivatives up to '# This is due to the fact that in

the expression for fjf) tUr time derivatives of af,) appear up to order Ë - 1 - / and, in



general, øp depend on g and d for Ë ) 2. The gauge transformations óg;, therefore,

in general depend ot Q,8,ã uod higher time derivatives up to # for Ë ) 2. As was

stated before, ,b denotes the level at which the constraint algorithm (79) stops.

Let us now consider the more general case when the Lagrangian constraints of

the second, third and higher levels are weakly projectable into the momentum phase

space T'Q. The Lagrangian constraints of the fi¡st level a,re assumed to be strongly

projectable. In other words, s/e are considering now the case when the Lagrangiaa

constraints satisfy the following couditious [18]:

The label above the equality in (95) indicates in which subspace of TQ the equaliiy

holds.

Notice that from (95) and the identities (6) it follows that for t >- 2 "o"hff
should be equal to a linear combination of W;¡ andthe constraints (up to level t-I):

,!qa\t) = o't oq;

,tr$st-,o t:2,8,...&

¿-l

= byl k, ùw,¡(qd) + t hy;!,) k, ùxf)
t=\

axf:\

0q¡

For / = 1 we have as before:

¿xl])

(e4)

(e5)

(e6)

The time derivatives of the Lagrangian constraints can be therefore exPressed as

follows:

W= óÍ,1)(q, q)w,¡(q,q)

: ffn* åf'¡)q +uflr"

= ff a, + bf) a; + u(i) r"- 
Ð 

n(ì;') q'x[:)

(e7)

dt

dxÍ:)

(, = 2,3,..., å
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The consistency conditions satisfied by the Lagrangian constraints take the fol-

lowing more general form:

# = xf) k, ù + blÌ,) k, ùL;(q, q, q)
dt

d-t:'- : xfik, ù + $,t ç0, ù1,(q, d,ù + htl? k, ùq¡xlpk, q)
dt

(ee)

(q, q)l,(q, q, q) +i, ul:;i^'k, ùq¡xlP k, q)
dt Ã¡r'\9: U) r 'pi 

¡=1

ry : f 'Í|rn,ùx!k,¿) + ¿|,t)(q ,q)L¡(q,,i,,ä) +dt ,-ig-¡

È-1

+ t hÍiii) k, q)q¡xlP k, q)
¡=1

This is the more general form that the consistency conditions can have, assuming

that no new independent equations involving the accelerations are generated. Com-

paring the relations (99) wiih the relations (79) of the previously considered case, we

cân see that although (99) look rather unwieldy the s'me procedure that was used to

obtain the Noether identities applies here. Indeed, from (99) it follows that:

#=å "9x9.H firufi-ot) *E #E'nf$-¿tqora¡ (100)

lt = L,,2r...rffi

It is convenient to substitute (81) into (100), so that (100) can be rewritten iu the

form:

Ð,#*'*-41ù.å 'flxl-H #(ä' hÍi;!-qq,xf)) = 0 (101)

P = t,2r "'rtu
On the other hand, from (99) it also follows that the constraints cân be expressed

iu the following way:

¿-t r' r_.ì_. l:Ir2,,...rk
xf? = -Ð *@Íl'-'-')t") - - -'':"'''' (102)

7-o ør' P = t'2'' "''m
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The functionr ^Bf!) depend on the ó's and may also depend on the l¿'s and the

time derivatives of the ä's. For example:

B@.)

BQ)

B(?)

Substituting (102) into (101) we get:

ôt?

åtl)

bÍ,it - nlÌ;? at{;',)

n#r,¡-o 
L) 

å n"Yrfie#^-'t 
L;)-

-Ë 
-É' 

Ë. fiøl:*-')atfita[i-'-')¿,)) = 0

l=O ¡=1 t=

(103)

(104)

using (85-87) in (10a) and properly redefining the summations, the Noether identities

for the generic case can be obtained.

It is clear that once we have the Noether identities Ìfle can obtain the Lagrangian

geuerators of gauge transformations.

\ilhen the Lagrangian is singular but the system has no Lagrangian constraiuts

((7a) are identically satisfied in lQ), then the gauge transformations depend only on

the coordiaates g and the velocities ri, and do not depend on the accelerations or higher

derivatives. The sârne is wlid for singular Lagrangians generating only Lagrangian

constraints of the first level. However, if the system has Lagrangian constraints of

the second level (or higher order levels) then, in general, the gauge tra¡sformations

depend on g,,i aud the accelerations ,í (ot higher order derivatives). For systems

having Lagrangian constraints up to the level k >- 2 the gauge transformations 69,

under which the action (1) is invariant, depend otr {, d aud higher time derivatives

up to fþ.
It may be worth remarking that the case of weakly projectable Lagrangian con-

straints is not really different from the case of strongly projectable constraints. In
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fact, in general it is always possible to redefine the we¡kly projectable Lagrangiaa

constraints in order to make them strongly projectable into the momentum phase

space T'Q. This can be achieved by defining a new equivalent set of Lagrangiaa

constraints, each new constraint being constructed as a proper linear combination

of the old ones. For example, a weakly projectable Lagrangian constraint of the

second-level can be transformed into a projectable one by adding to it a ptoper linea¡

combination of the Lagrangia.u. constraints of the fi¡st level. Aualogously a weakly

projectable Lagrangian constraint of the third-level can be made strongly projectable

by adding to it a proper linea¡ combination of the Lagrangian constraiats of the

first- and second-levels. So, it could be argued that there is no need for cousidering

weakly projectable coustraints. However, in practice the procedure described above

for t¡ansforming weakly projectable constraints into projectable ones can be very

complicated. In fact, it involves solving certain fi¡st order partial differential equa-

tions. This is why we decided to show in this Section a method suitable for systems

with weakly projectable Lagrangian constraints.
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1.5 Relation between the Dirac-Hamilton and the Lagrange

methods

In Section 1.4 we have shown how to derive explicitly the Lagrangian generators

of gauge tra¡sformations for singula.r Lagrangians that may generate projectable or

weakly projectable constraints. The method developed here is ca¡ried out completely

within the Lagrangian formalism.

The usual approach to this problem 120,22r 23r 24,26,271is based on the Dirac-

Harnilton formalism and it was presented in Section 1.2. The method cossists of

constructing the generating function of infisitesimal canonical gauge transformations

ü as a proper linear combinatiou of the Ha'"iltonia¡ constraints. llr should be a

fi¡st class function [1] and should obey certain conditions (see Section 1.2). The

Lagrangiau gauge t¡ansformations derived from the Dirac-Ha-ilton formalism take

the form:

(105)

It is interesting to discuss the relationship between our Lagrangian approach a¡d

the Dirac-Hamilton approach of Section 1.2. We have assumed in Section 1.4 that

the consistency conditions on the Lagrangian constraints do not generate new equa-

tions involving the accelerations (or, equivalentl¡ that the Lagrangian constraints a¡e

projectable or weakly projectable). As was proven in [18], new equations involviug

the acceleratioss in the Lagraugian formalism correspond to determining some of the

Lagrange multipliers in the Dirac-Hamilton formalism. The latter can happen if and

only if the system has second class constraints [t]. Therefore, our assumption that no

new equations fo¡ f are generated is equivalent to assuming that for the cousidered

systems all the Ha¡nittonian constraints are fi¡st-class. This is precisely what was

assumed in [23, 27] and in Section 1.2.

Our approach is in fact the Lagrangian counterpart of the approach used in [27].

In order to illustrate this, let us consider the example proposed in [27] of a particular
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Lagrangian having the following form:

1t = ¡Íkz - "o')'+ 
(dr - qz)21

The Euler-Lagrange equations derived from (106) a,re the foilowing:

(106)

(107)

(108)

(1oe)

From the point of view of the Lagrangian formalism the system described by (106)

has the following Lagrangian constraints:

Lt = "o'(qz - "øt) 
:0

Lz = dz-neqt *,is-gz=0
Ls = ãe-qz=0

X(t) = -"or(qr- est)

x(Ð = "o'(q"-qz)

dyÐ 
,

T = X(2) - qth - eq, Lz

dY(z)

T_ q'xØ*eq'Ls

Notice that (112-113) are of the form (79). Therefore we have,

ü[o) : t

óÍt) = -,i,

(1 10)

(111)

The constraints (110) and (111) are of the first- and second-levels respectively.

Both X(r) a¡d X(2) are projectable into the momentum phase space T'Q.

The consistency conditions on (110-111) take the form:

(1 12)

(113)

(114)

åÍ')=bf\=o , bfi--"0,

, b{P: ó[o) : s

, bfl : -.slt, ô[t) = 0

, a,(2) - 'r
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6qt =

6q, :

6qt =

This result (116) is in perfect

system described by (106).

Substituting (11a) into (92-93) we finally get the gauge transformations:

í,, + zi,qL + r((qr)'+ ,ír)

ùeqr * vqteqt

veet (1 16)

agreement with the result obtained in [27] for a

As stressed in [27], in general the canonical gauge transformations depend not

only on the coord.inates g and the momenta p but also on the Lagrangian multipliers

and their time d.erivatives up to a certaia o¡der. In the approach proposed in Section

1.4, this corresponds to the fact that in general the Lagrangian gauge transformations

d.epend. not only on the coordinates g and the velocities ri but also on the accelerations

í uod higher time derivatives. In [36, 3?] the problem of the existence of canonical

gauge transformations independent of the Lagrange multipliers À, and their time

d.erivatives r¡rar¡ considered. It was suggested in [37] that for systems having tertiary

or higher ord.er Hamiltoniau constrainis it seems in general impossible to eliminate

the d.ependence on the À's and their time derivatives. This fact is corroborated in the

Lagrangian approach developed here. Indeed, tertiary or higher order Hamiltonian

constraints correspond to Lagrangian constraints of the second-level or higher levels.

As was shown above, for these systems (k > 2) the gauge transformations may depend

on the accelerations or higher order derivatives. Nevertheless, it seem" to us that this

problem is still open to further study.

In 124,,26] the generating function of infinitesimal canonicai gauge transformations

ü was obtained for the more general case of systems having first- and second-class

constraints. A cla-ssifi.cation of systems with second-class constraints was presented

in [38]. It would be interesting to generalize the Lagrangian approach proposed here

to that case.
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2 Two Dimensional Gravity
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2.! fntroduction

Two dimensional (2d) gravity is a subject that has attracted much attention in re-

cent years because of its potential usefulness as a theoretical toy model for studying

the end-point of Hawking radiation and because of its relation to string theory in

non critical dimensions. Two dimensional theories of gravity could provide as well

some insight into the difrculties that appea¡ in the quantization of gravity in 3*1

dimensions.

The number of independent components of the Riemann curvature tensor in a¡ N

dimensional space-time is equal to [39]: Cu = å¡f'(¡f' - 1). For a two dimensional

space.time (N-2) Cz - 1. So, the 2d Riemrnt' curvature tensor has only one inde-

pendent component. Indeed, in 2 dimensions the Riematttt curvature tensor can be

expressed in terms of the scalar cu¡vature as [39] R^ur, = Lrh(gxrgr, - gxrgþrt). Since

(117)

(1 18)

(1 1e)

by definition the Ricci tensor Rru is equal to Rlrtr, then in two space'time dimensions

we have

Ru, = Trru!n,,-6|sx,)

= t¡n*,

In Einstein's General Theory of Relativity ihe gravitational dyn¡mics is described

by the Einstein equation:

Ru, -'¡nr,r* Lgu, = o

where .R is the scalar curvature a¡d Â, is the cosmological constant.

Since in 2 dimensions the Ricci tensor Ru, is ideniically equal to l9u,r?, it is

clear that 2d gravity ca¡not be described by Einstein's theory of General Relativity

[40, 41]. Indeed, iu two dimensions the equations (118) reduce to the following:

l\9,, : o

When the cosmologicat constant Â is different from zero, (119) give the unaccept-

able solution gr, :0. If .ô, vanishes then gp, is undetermined [a1]. Therefore, it is
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necessary to go beyond Einsteints theory in order to construct a mea¡ingful 2d theory

of gravity [40, 41].

Several 2d models of gravity have been proposed. We will mention here some of

the models that have received considerable attention.

Jackiw and Teitelboim (J-T)[40, 42,4ïldeveloped a 2d geometrical model of grav-

ity in which it is assumed that the gravitational field satisfies the followiog constant

curvature equation:

-R-À=0 (120)

In (120) .R is the scalar curvature and À is a constant. Three cases cân be con-

sidered: Ä = 0 (flatspace'time),^ > 0 (deSittercase) and^ < 0 (anti-deSitter

case).

Equation (120) is invariant under arbitra.ry general coordinate tra¡sformations

îþ + stt' : fr(r). It is desirable to derive (120) from a local action principle such

that the action is also invariant under general coordinate transformations. Equation

(120) can be derived f¡om the foilowing difeomorphism invariant action [40, 41]:

s -- I ûr'Fgö(n - ,r) (121)

The local action (121) is not entirely geometrical because it involves a scala¡

auxiliary fietd {[40, a1]. This seems to be a general feature of all 2d difeomorphism

invariant theories of gravity [4a]. A purely geometrical diffeomorphism invaria¡'t

action describing (120) should be non-locul[44]. A local cova¡ia¡t action can be

defi.ned only if an auxilia¡y field is introduced into the theory[40, 41]. Notice that in

two space.time dimensions the Hilbert-Einstein action 5 =.f ûælfgR is simply a

surface term [40, 41] (see section 2.3).

The auxiliary scalar field / can be determined f¡om the field equations:

Y ,V,ë +l¡su,Ìtö - 0, (122)

where Vu is the covariant derivative with respect to xþ. As it is shown in [a5] the
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Jackiw-Teitelboim model does have black hole solutions (space-time configurations

with an event horizon) without any curvature singula^rity.

The exact Dirac quantization of the open J-T model was carried out by M. Hen-

neaux in [a6]. The cor¡ariant phase space quaatization of Jackiw-Teitelboim gravity

in the compact case lrya¡¡ presented in [47].

Another 2d model of gravity derived from string theories [48, 49] was developed

by Callau, Giddings, Harvey and Strominger (CGHS)[50] and other authors[5l, 52].

The classical action of CGHS model (without matter fields) can be written as follows

[50]:

S : I ¿zru/=je-2€(À + 4gþ'y u(Y,€, + +)2¡ (123)

One of the peculia¡ities of this model is that its field equations have black hole so-

lutions of the Schwa¡zschid type. In [53] the symplectic structure of ihe CGHS model

for compact spatial manifolds was given. When scala¡ matter fields a,re incorporated

into the model, the CGHS functional action takes the form [50]:

s : I &xur=¡[r-rr," * 4su,y u€v,€ + 4^r) -'rÐn"" rf,v,Í,f 024)

In (124) the scala¡ fields f¡ ar. minimally coupled to the gravitational field. Based

on (12a) the Hawking radiation of the 2d Schwa¡zschild black holes has been studied

semiclassically [50, 51, 52]. In [54] the backreaction of the Hawking radiation on

the geometry of ar evaporating black hole has been studied also in the semiclassical

approximation. As it is a^rgued in [5a] a fulI analysis of the problem requires going

beyond the semiclassical approximation, i.e, considering quantum gravity efects. This

is expected to provide a¡ explanation for the so-called information loss paradox.

In [55] the Dirac quantization of the CGHS model minimally coupled to a¡ even

number of matter fields has been developed up to the point of finding explicitly the

physical quantum wave functional.

A 2d model of gravity that seems to be directly con''ected with the 3*1 Einstein's

Gene¡al Relativiiy has been developed by Berger, Hajicek, Gegenberg, Kunstatter,

Unruh a¡d other authors[56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62].
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This model can be obtained from the 3*1 Einstein's gravitational theory in the

spherically symmetric case by dimensional reduction. A careful study of this 2d model

may provide a clue for the quantum evolution of black holes in 3*1 dimensions.

The spherically symmetric model in two dimensions is described by the following

action fuuctional:

S = I Ê xrfje-2€(R + 2sP'Y u(Y,(, + 2e2€¡ (125)

The field equations derived from (125) have black hole solutions of Schwa¡zschild

type. The Hawking radiation of these black holes was studied in [60] using the

semiclassical approximation. The Dirac guantization of the spherically symmetric

model without matter fields has been carried out exactly in [61, 63, 64J. The theory is

solvable classically and quantum mechanically. Some results concerning the Hawking

rad.iation based on the exact form of the quantum wave functional were also presented

in [61]. In [62] an analysis of the gtobat physical observables for spherically symmetric

gravity was given.

The most geueral action functional depending on the metric tensor 9yv úd a scala¡

field d in two spacetime dimensions, such that it contains at most second deri'¡atives

of the fields ca¡. be written [65]:

sls,öl: I O,'Fn (f,s"v,øvuó - v(ö) +D(d)n)

where .R is the Ricci scalar associated wilh g* and lz(/) is a¡ a¡bitrary function of

ó.

Our purpose in the foilowing sections is to study some properties of the space

of solutions of ihe field equations for two dimensional models of gravity a¡d also to

develop the Hamittonian analysis and exact Dirac quantization for such theories.

We propose a convenient parametrization for the functional action describing all

two dimensional dilaton gravity theories. In this parametrization we obtain the field

equations and prove that for any solution of these equations there always exists a

coordinate frame in which the solution is independent either of the time coordinate

(126)
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or the spatial coordinate. We also prove that the solutions form a one-parameter

family. This parameter is shown to be a physical observable invariant under arbiirary

diffeomorphisms. These results remind us of the so-called Birkhoff's theorem in 3*1

General Relativity which states that all the spherically symmetric solutions of the Ein-

stein's equations are static and paratt'tetrized by a single parameter. In other words,

Birkhoff's theorem states that the Schwarzschild solutions are the only solutions of

the Einstein's equations in the spherically symmetric case. Since the Berger-Hajicek

model ca¡ be obtained by dimensional reduction from spherically symmetric 3*1

Einstein's General Relativity, it is clear that Birkhoff's theorem should be 'r¿lid for

this theory. Here we extend this result to all two dimensional dilaton gravity thee'

ries. Another proof of Birkhoff's theorem in 2d dilaton gravity \ryas proposed recently

by Kiem [66]. However, our analysis is considerably simpler than that of Kiem a¡d

allows us to make direct contact wiih a phase space analysis. Moreover, Kiem did

not prove that ihe one patarneter in his solutions was diffeomorphism invariant.

We also obtain the Noether ideniities and the generators of Lagrangian gauge

transformations using the Lagrangian approach of Part I.

We carry out the Hamiltonian analysis of all 2d gravity theories. lVe identify

the constraints of the system and obtain their Poisson brackets. The generating

functional of the canonical gauge t¡a¡sformations is constructed as a suitable linea¡

combinatiou of the first class constraints. We prove that although the system" have

no propagating local degrees of freedom, they do have two global degrees of freedom.

It is shom that one of these global degrees of freedom coincides with the paremeter of

the solutions that is obtained from the study of the configuration space. It is inva¡ia¡t

under arbitrary coordinate transformations. The other global degree of freedom is

proven to be invariant u¡der gauge transformations but not invariant under global

d.ifeomorphisms. Based on this fact we explain the apparent discrepaûcy between

the size of the covariaut space of solutions and the size of the reduced phase space.

We develop the Dirac quantization for atl2d dilaion gravity models. By solving the
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constraints for the momenta and imposing these (so'called quanium) constraints on

the physical wave functional we obtain the analog of the Wheeler-deWitt equations in

two dimensions. We solve these equations and obtain aû expression for the quantum

\ryave functional. Some discussions about its properties is also presented.

It should be noticed that the results presented here are very general. They a,re

valid for all two dimensional dilaton gravity theories. However, to some extent our

analysis is carried out at a formal level. We do not discuss the properties of these

models that are related to the presence of surface terms in the functional action or i:r

the Hamiltonian. These properties are very important for a complete understanding

of the theories but it is not possible io study them in such a general approach because

the specific form of the surface terms is determined in part by the bouadary conditions

on the fields, which in principle vary from one specific model to another.

Most of the results presented in this part of the thesis have been published in

[67,68].
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2.2 tr\rnctional action for 2d gravity. The field equations

In 2d theories of gravity the space-time is assumed to be a 2d manifold on which a

Lorentz metric g*havir;g signature -* is defined.

The models a¡e generally assumed to be invariant under general coordinate trans-

formations (diffeomorphisms): tþ t îtt' : fu(r). The gravitational field is described

by the metric tensor gf¡¡v.

As usual, the Ch¡istofel symbols are defined as follows [69]:

ri.=in"(*+W-W) (127)

( 133)

where the contravariant secosd-rank tensor gþu is the inverse of the metric tensor gur:

g"grs= 6f,

The Riemann curvature tensor is defined as [69]:

Rì,,: -#.* - ti,r), +ti,tì,
The Ricci tensor aud the scalar curvature are [69]:

R,,: Rl,t,: -#.*- rhr), + rl,rì,,

R - gP'Ryu

Let us consider the functional action

Sls, öl = | azzuc¡ (f,s"v ,øv,ó - v(ó) +D(d)Ã)

where D(ö) must be a differentiable function of /, such that D(/) f 0, and '# + 0

for any admissibie value of /. Note ihat if D(ö) : constant, the curvature term

decouples and becomes a total divergence, leaving a single, propagating scalar degree

of freedom.

Notice that by performing a reparametrization of the scalar field / - 2s¡2"-€,lbe

CGHS action functionai (123) takes the form

s = I&xtf¡ (f,n*o,rY,ö+*r, *#")
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(12e)

(130)

(13 1)

(132)



By redefi.ning the scalar fietd / = 2e-€, the action (125) for spherically symmetric

gravity can be written as

(134)

As we carr see from (133) an'd (13a) the CGHS and spherically symmetric gravity

models are particular cases of (132). It can also be shown that the J-T action can be

reparametrized to the form (132).

The action (132) contains only one iudependent function of /. This can be readily

seen as follows. Let us redefine the metric gp, and the scalar field / as:

s = I dzrlEî (ïn*o rrY,ó + z + {n)

îu,þ): o2(/(ø))su,þ)

6(r) = D(ö(r)),

(135)

(136)

where O(/) is yet to be determined. Notice that (135) is a conformal transformatioa

of the metric and (136) is a reparametrization of the scalar field. From (135), it

foliorvs that gu, -- dl-zîr, and therefore:

Fî =a-zlq

o2

frv,nøo - $trøo
39

(137)

The Christoffel symbols (727), the Riemann curvature tensor (129), the Ricci ten-

sor and the scalar curvature (130-131) ca¡ be defined for either gyv ot 9'rr. The scaiar

curvature -R associated with gyv cã,n be expressed in terms of the scalar curvature E

associated with !u, [69] a^s foilows:

-E - O2-E -2n3g{'V,V,(O-t) +2Q4Vþ'Vr(O-t)V,(O-t) (138)

In (138) V, denotes the covariant derivative associated with îrr. It is not difrcuit

to prove that:

Vr(o-t)

-%%(o-')

Vuo

(13e)



By substituting (139) into (138) we get the following more convenient expression

for ¿?

R : Q2E + 2nîþ'V tV,o - 2gT'V þQV,Q (140)

Notice that in (140) O is defined as a function of /. In order to express ö * "
function of.$we use (136). Our assumption t? * 0 is crucial at this point because

it guarantees that the inverse functioo ø = ö(6) is well defined. It is not difrcult to

see that

Yuö= tffr'V,ø
The covariant derivative lr0 can therefore be expressed as:

vuo= #r#r'y,a
We also can write the second covariant derivative of O as follows:

%%n = Æ-*é2)-'g) r$tuv,ñ,6+
\dd' - dó' dó' dó' )'dó'

+firfrt-'vut,6

Substituting (135-136), (140) and (141-142) into (132) we obtain, using integration

by parts, the following expression for the functional action:

^s = Io,at(i- 3#Ðrfii'rv,ñ.6+
+TE åffi] (143)

(141)

(t42)

(145)

We see that the kinetic term for the scalar field can be eliminated if O(/) satisfies

the differential equation:

(144)

Therefore, by means of the field redefinitions (135-136) wiih O being a solution of

(144), the action functional (132) takes the simpler form

I -:df 
dþ,o : o2 -d.ó dë

s = | û,,rs@n,-v(Ð)
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Notice that

v(Ð=ffi (146)

The conditions on D(/) giveu above are suficient, formally, to guarantee the

existence of 7
In Jackiw-Teitelboim model of gravity the action (121) is already in the form (1a5)

where V : L6. For the CGHS model the action (133) can be reparametrized to the

form (145) wiih V : -*. In the case of spherically symmetric gravity (134) can be

rewritten in the form (145) with 7 = -h.
The parametrization of the functional action in the form (145) proves to be ex-

tremely usefui. As shown in the following sections, in this form it is easier to study

the space of solutions. It also simplifies the Hrmiltonian analysis because the llamil-

tonian constraints associated with the functional action (145) turn out to be solvabie

for the momenta.

Therefore, we study the action functional in the parametrization

s : | ûr,FsØR-v(ó)) (147)

where no kinetic term for the scalar field is present. Notice that for convenience all

the bars over the fields have been dropped.

Let us derive the field equations from (147) using the minimal action principie.

The solutions of the field equations are the extremal configurations for which the

variation of the action (147) vanishes:

6,9=0 (148)

The va¡iation (1a8) can be written

d.s : I ara (,raron_ y(d)))

: I o'"luø,fAfo - þ + 66,EsR)ó - q6r@l (14e)
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It is not dificult to prove ihat [39]:

6çÆ=IçUnþ'6sp,

6 g"0 - -g"' g9" 6 g u,

On the other hand,

6(rFgR) -- 6('Fòn+ 
'Fg6s"ß 

Rop * t1E¡n"06Roe (152)

Substituting (150-151) into (152) we obtain

6(\FsR) = -6s,,Gî (r* -ln'r) I yEisd|tzoþ (15s)

The first term in (153) vanishes identically in two space-time dimensions (117),

a¡rd therefore

6(,FgR) - lEinae 6B..p (154)

In order to evaluate the variations of the components of the Ricci tensor we make

use of the Palatini identities [39]:

6Rop - vp(6ràà) - VÀ(6rlp) (155)

The covaria¡t derivatives in (155) are well defined because 6f), is a tensor.

Since the covariant derivative of the metric tensor is equal to zero we cân w¡ite

soß 6l,'p = # (n"o tflp - s",6t!r)
ta= ã.h (f¡ø"0 6tlp - g", 6rlo))

From the definition of the Christoffel symbols (127) it follows

W = Yoogop *l.,pgc'

The variations of the Christoffel symbols can be expressed as functious of the

components of the metric tensor, their first partial derivatives, the variations of the

(150)

(151)

(156)

(157)
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components of the metric tensor aad their derivatives. Substituting the first partial

derivatives of the components of the metric tensor by (157) we obtain

g"p 6lzß - g"r 6l;o : (no, norrïo - gttp gapr:ïo) tgu, *

*(s*s,, - su,son)W (158)

So, finally, for the variation 6(tFlR) (154) we have

6(rFsR) = h r* þro sout,oo - s,,rt scptio) 6sr,+

+,Fgþ* sw - s"so')yr) (15e)

Substituting (150) and (159) into (149) we obtain (up to surface terms):

6.s : ! æ,luøt¡f, - þ * 6gu,Fî (-Lrs,'v(ö)-

-# þnonou¡'o - gnpgoerir) +

.à#(i**(s"s--r"n""l))] (160)

Notice that

t 
;#(8*^(rg- - gu"g'\) =

=-- ffif*s'n - suuso')l

,aó I a t*#ãñ(A(s- s" - nttv son) *

.#(#r *r#-ffir' - t'#) (16r)

Taking into account that

#rno, -- -Tçu*W (162)

# = -n"uno'fu (168)

and the defi.nition of the second covariant derivative of scalar fields

YuY,ö:#-ri,# (164)



we finally obtain the following expression for the va¡iation of the action functional:

It is important to notice that a surface term should be added to the action func-

tional (L47) for consistency. The variation of such a surface term must cancel with

the surface term obtained for 65. Provided that this cancellation tal<es place, the

extremals of the action (1a?) a,re those configurations that satisfy the followiug field

equations:

(166)

(167)

Equations (167) can be written in a more compact form. Indeed, multiplying

(167) by g'u we obtain

1

- '¡su'su,v(ö) + g"Y uY uó - gþ'gv,g"pv ov p6 - 0

Since gF'gyr: 2, then

guuY,rYrÓ: -V(ó)

Substituting (169) into (167) we get

Y uY,ö +l¡s*V(ó) = 0

Therefore, the field equations (166-167) ca¡ be rewritten in the form

R-Y:O
dQ

YuY"ö+lrs*v(ö) =0

As it can be noticed the scalar cu¡vature -E appears in ihe action (147) and also,

of course, in the field equations. Sometimes it is convenient to express ,FSR in the

form [3]:

!-gR- -G-ïuru
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ó^s = | æ,l;,ø.nAø - ffl * 6g u,Fi (-L¡s,'v(ó)+

+ V,V,ó - gurgoþV"Vod)]

,-#-_o

-f,s*v(ö) + v ,v,6 - up,soþY oY pö = o

(165)

(168)

(16e)

(170)

(171)

(172)

(173)



where,

G : r¡Ennrtv ç-fi"fí, + li,lí")
uþ : lEi?ttvt)x- s'^lï^)

(174)

(175)

The formulae (173-175) are valid for any N-dimensional space'time. They a.re

particularly useful in the Lagrangian and H"miltonian formulations of 3*1 Einstein's

Theory of Relativity because they allow us to rewrite the Hilbert-Einsteiu actiou

functional I &xtFgï (which contains second derivatives of the metric tensor) as

an action depending only on the metric and iis fi¡st derivatives. In two-dimensional

gravity \fle use (173-175) as¡ a convenient way to compute the scalar curvature. As we

will see below, in two space-time dimensions ,FgR is a total divergence.
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2.3 Field equations in the ADM parametrization

The two-dimensional space-time is assumed to be locally a direct product .R x E,

where the spatial manifold E can at this stage be either open or closed. Io *y
coordinate frame the metric tensor ca¡ be pararnetrized as follows [44]:

sy,=(-"+M2 
*\rr, 

(176)¿P' 
\ M r)

where M and a are the shift and lapse functions.

Flom (176) it immediately follows that ,n¡ : oe2P. In this par¡metrization

(1?6) the cont¡avaria¡t metric tensor (128) takes the form

gu, =l -t M l* g7T)Y -ln'r o2-M2J "
A straightforwa¡d ca,lculation of the Christofel symbols (127) gives:

rS : ifr"+ r'þ+ M'þ+ Mozp' - M"p' * Mo'o - M'M'\

Flo = þ{o'o - M'M + ozp' - M'p' + Mþ}

rl, : irO-M'-Mp'\
tl^ = Ll-uao*o2M * (o'- M2)(oo'- MM'+ Mp+ r'p'- M'p')I^0O O2L

Illo : þ{-a,r"'o + M2 M' - Mo'p' + Mt p' + o'þ - M'þ}
1¡1 '¡-MÞ+MMt+,2p'+Mzp'\ (178)¡11 

o2 l

Dots and primes denote differentiation with respect to time and space respectively.

Substituting (178) into (174.175) yields

G = jV,;t-àM'\
: -L,Yr*LrLl (1Te)

ôr\o)' ôt\ o

ao = !{z¡rt/+M'-2þ} (180)

,,)t = tU*2ao,-2MM, +ZMþ+Zo2p, -ZMrp,\ (181)



And, therefore, substituting (U9-181) into (173) we obtain

ucsr : -*lIO* p, + zM, - rþ)l

- îrlloco' - 2M M' + 2M þ + 2o2 P' - "', o)7 (182)

'We see that the combinatiot ,Fin in two space'time dimensions is a total di-

vergence. Since tn¡ - oe2þ¡ the scalar curvatu¡e is given by

n : -+*l!emt +zM' -rÐl
-+irllrrrr' - zMM' + 2M þ * 2o2 pt - r*',,)) (183)

Let us rewrite the field equations (LTL-L7?) in the paremetrization (176). Notice

that by definition of the covaria¡t derivative:

Y ,Y,ó = 
^u'?.! 

,, - rl.Y (184)
ôxY]æ, 't" 0xÀ

Therefore, substituting (183) into (171) and (178,184) into (172) we obtain the

field equations in the form

A = -r+l-p * o2p,, + Mp, +zMp, + M, * oo,, - (M,)r-

-MM" + Mtp!l\ootpt-2MMtp' - M'p" -

-zrWo'+ M'| - þ) -!e**' + Mþ+o2p'- *',))-#
: 0 (185)

Boo = a - *r'þ+ot + M'þ+ Mozp' - M'p' * Moot - M'M') -
-5 @' - M')(o'p' - M'p' * oo' - MM' ¡ Mc) - Moù + o'?M) -

1.-iþ' - M\e2ev(ö)

= 0 (186)

Bot = A' - *r2p'+oo'- MM' - M'p'+ Mù-

-Lþ'o- Moo'+ M2M'- Mo'p'+ Msp'- M2þ)+l¡u""v16¡a"
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Clearly (187-188) do not contain second time derivatives of the fields. They are

the Lagrangian constraints of the fi¡st level in this theory.

Another equivalent way of obtaining the field equations is to rewrite the functional

action (147) in the ADM parametrization (176) and make use of the minimal action

principle. Indeed, substituting (182) into (147) we obtain (up to surface terms):

.s = I o*l!rr*o' +2M' -2þ) ¡tlzoo' -zMM' +2Mþ

+ 2az p' - 2M'p') - ""'ovç6¡f (189)

Computing the variation of (189) with respect to the fields ö, P, c and M one cân

obtain the fieid equations in the form:

L6 = -Trlrrp' + M' - É)) -2o" -2(op')' - o"'.ff +

-*('+(Mp'+M'-Þ)) :ooî\o
Le = -*(?uo+ u6'¡) * k(TnA+ Mó)) -

-2(oö')' -2oezPV(d) = 0

Lo = -2ó" + 2ó' p' + 4W p' + M' - þ)(-ö + Mö') -
-u2ovç4¡ - g

L¡a = -'*cA + Mó') -'{r* o' + M' - þ) +

** (1r-ö + uo'¡) : o
dø \ø'

It is not dificult to prove that (190-193) are equivalent to (185-188). Indeed,

:0

Bn = ø"-${n-M'-Mp')-
+Lr""vç6¡

:0

${o'o'- Mþ+ MM' + Mzp')+

(187)

(188)

(1eo)

(1e1 )

(1e2)

(1e3)

(1e4)L6 = oe2'A
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r_Lrp

r-lJ6

Lu:

';tt*-MBot-ozBrr)

I',,
';tt- - UBu)

(1e5)

(1e6)

(1e7)

(1e8)

Obviously, Lo and L¡a are the Lagrangian constraints of the first level since they

do not involve second time derivatives.
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2.4 Lagrangian gauge transformations

The functional action (1a7) of two dimensional gravity is invariant under general

coordinate transformations (diffeomorphisms) ,' - ttt' = c'' + fþþ), where /ts

0t = 0,1) are differentiable functions of øÉ. Under diffeomorphisms the components

of the metric tensor and the scalar field transform as follows:

s'uu(a') : ffi 6*Yn'o{r)
ö'(r') = ö(r)

The invariance of the functional action (147) under diffeomorphisms can be inter-

preted ar¡ an invariaace under gauge transformations of the form:

g'ru(s) = gu,þ) * 6gr,(a)

ö'(r) = ö(')+6ó(r)

where, for infinitesimal gauge transformations, we can write

6gu"(r) = -fur^ - n^# - n^"#
6ö(,) = -ffir^

(1ee)

(200)

(201)

(202)

(203)

(204)

Here it is important to notice that, contrary to the case of Electrodyn¡miss s¡

Yang-Mills theories, the Lagran Siar- ,,FSØA-V@)) is not invariant under the gauge

transformations (203-204). However, it is not difficult to prove that its variation is

equal to a total divergence:

6 (,fi@R - v(ö))) : -au Q"trsføu - v(d))) (205)

This guarantees the invariance of the action (147) under gauge transfo¡mations

when the functions /P vanish at the boundaries. This is the price that one has to

pay for dealing with gravity as gauge field theory. It is convenient to use the gauge

field theory approach because in it we can carry out the Hamiltonian aualysis a¡d the

Dirac quantization. However \,ve need to keep in mind that the gauge tra¡sformations
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(being defined for test functions which vanish at spatial infinity) are more restricted

than the generic diffeomorphism transformations (199-200).

In the ADM parametrization (176):

9oo = (-o'+ M2\eze

lot: lto=Me2o

Ttt : e2P (206)

Using (203-204) and the relations (206) we obtain (after some algebraic calcula-

tions) the variations of the fields ó, p, c and M to be

6ö=
6p=
6o=

6M --

€ö' +irø - Mó')

€p'+t+!fe-Mp'-M')
n+€o'-€'o*nM'-q'M
È+€u'-€'M *qo'-q'a

(207)

(208)

(2oe)

(210)

where

q = -of
( : -f'-Mf (211)

In the standard generally cova¡iant description of gravity two configurations

(g,r,(r,), ö,(r,)) and (gr,(ø), d(r)) are regarded as physically indistinguishable if there

exists a diffeomorphism Eþ -> rtþ = xu + f 
p(z), such that (199,200). In the gauge field

theory approach two configurations (s'u,çr¡,ó'(r)) and (gu,(ø)' d(t)) are regarded as

physically indistinguishable if there exists a gauge tra¡sformation (203,204) such that

(201,202) a¡e valid. Therefore, some configurations, which according to the sta¡da¡d

generally covariant description are physically equivalent, can be regarded as physically

inequivalent from the point of view of gauge field theory.

As was sholvn in Section 1.4 it is possible to obtain the Lagrangian gauge trans-

formations by finding all the Lagrangian constraints and the consistency equations
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that all these constraints satisfy. Let us now show how this method ca,n be applied

to 2d, gravity. In Section 2.3 we found the Lagraogian constraints of the first level for

2d gravity to be Lo and LM (L92,L93).

The consistency conditions on the Lagrangian constraints are:

LM = (MLu)' * M'Lu * (oL,)t* o'Lo + Ó'Lo - L'r+ p'Lo Q\2)

L, -- (ML,)' * M'Lo * (oL¡a)' * o'Lu +!fø - Mþ')L6 *

+!re-MP'-M')L, (213)

As it can be seen from (212,213) the time derivatives of the constraints .to and Lu

are equal to a linea¡ combination of Lo, L¡a arrd their spatial derivatives plus a linear

combination of the left hand sides of the remaining Euler-Lagrange field equations

(190,191) and their spatial derivatives. Therefore, tro new constraints are generated.

Lo a¡1d. L¡4 are the only Lagrangian constraints of the theory. It is easy recognize that

the consistency equations (212,2L3) are of the form (79). The Lagrangian constraints

-Do a¡d, L¡4 are strongly projectable into momentum phase space (see sectiot2.T),

We can rewrite (212,p13) in the form:

I dt' dr' (R¿u (t, x; t', a') L ¡a (t', x' ) * R¿, (t, a ; t',, z' ) L o(t', x') *
J

*866(t, qtt,x')L6(t',r') * R¿o(t, zlt',c')Lo(t',ø')) : g (214)

I dt' dr' (h u (t, x ; t', x' ) L ¡a (t', r' ) + R.1, (t, z1 t', a' ) L o(t', e') *
J

*ftrø(t, z;t',x')L6(t',r') * &rr(t,,zit',a')Lr(ú', ø')) : g (215)

where

R¿u(t, xlt' , a') = &,r(t, æ;t', at)

çt,_ -rt 
â

u\.! - * t A-y6(t-t')-6(¿- tt)M(tt,r'¡þ,qr- z')+

+ffiV,r')6(t - t')6(c - ,') (216)

R¿,(t,qt',t') = &,u(t,c;t',a')



-6(t - t')o(tt , r)fta6- '') +
ôo..

+ ïr,(t" tt) 6 (t - t') 6 (c - a')

#rr, at)6(t - t')6(a - x')

= -!cA + Mö')6(t - t')6(c - x')

= -jr*o' + M' - þ)6(t - t')6(a - ,')

The relations (214,215) are the Noether identities in two dimensional gravity.

As erpected we have two identities which coincides with the number of Lagrangiaa

constraints of the fi¡st level.

We can now write the gauge transformations for the fields as follows:

6g(t,c) : lat'ar'(((t',zt)Rço(t',a'it,ø)* q(t',x')&,6(t',a';t,,2)) (222)

6p(t,a) = | at'ar' (((tt,a')R¿r(t',r'it,a) * nþ',,a')&,'(t',æ';t,x)) (223)

6o(t,t) = | at'ar' (((t',x')Rao(t',c'it,x) * nU',r')R o(t',xtit,,z)) (224)

6M(t,,x) : I at'ar'({(t',c').R6 u(t',s'it,a)*rtþ',c')&,u(t',x';t,x)) (22s)

It is not dificutt to verify that by substiiuting the expressions (216-221) for the

Lagrangian gauge generators into (222-225) we obtain exactly (207-2L0).

= 6(t - q#tf, - a,) + #rr,at)6(t - tt)6(æ - x')

Reo(t,x1t',r')

Reo(t,, a1tt,, a')

&,ø(t, clt' , a')

&,0(t, alt', a')

(217)

(218)

(21e)

(220)

(22t)
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2.5 The conformal gauge

It is well known that one can always choose a coordinate frame in which the metric

is conformalty flat (o' = I,M = 0) [a1]:

su.(t,,,=(;t 
T)",,n,o

The field equations (185-188) can be written in the conformal gauge as follows:

z¡ = t+t
4 

- 
ç _* (231)

Equations (231) define a coordinate transformation. The componeats of the metric

tensor can be written in the frame associated with the light cone coordinates. Indeed,

under any coordinate transformation r -, tti

2e-2r(þ- p")-ffi:o

ø - OP - Ó'P' -lr""vç6) = o

ó'-öp'-ó'i,=o
ö,, - öþ - ö,p, +Lrurovç6) : o

Let us introduce the light cone va¡iables

s'u,(a') = ##g,p(c)
Iu ou¡ case (231) t - lQ+ - z-), , = lQ* * z-), and therefore

g++(z+,2-) = 0

g+-(z+,, z-) = g-+(z+, z-) = 
L-"ze1"a''-'¡

g--(z+,2-) = 0

So, the metric tensor in light cone coordinates ha^s the form

(226)

(227)

(228)

(22s)

(230)

(232)

(233)

l( o 1 \,,,1"*,,_¡t \ r o )"
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There exists a class of residual diffeomorphism tra¡sformations z + 2 that do not

change the form of the metric (234). In other words, the metric tensor in the fr"-e

associated with the new coordinates ã remains in the form

I (: 'o)u^'.''-' (235)

(236)

This means that the residual diffeomorphism transformations must obey the fol'

lowing equations:

ã++: ?"hr,=o
ã+- = i-+ = 

t, (3"h. h#) "" 
: Lr"'u

g-- = %%",p=oaz_ a2_-

Equations (236) have two classes of solutions: either

= 2+(r+)

= ã-("-) (237)

where z+(ã+) and z-(2-) are arbitrary differentiable invertible functions of their ar-

guments; or

(238)

So, we can say that the most generic residual diffeomorphism t¡ansformations

that leave the metric tensor iu the form (234) "* be always expressed as (237) or

as a product of two transformations, one being (237) and the other z+ + 2+ = z- ,

z- -> 2- = z+. Notice that the diffeomorphism t¡ansformation z+ + 2+ = z- ,

z- -> 2-: z+ is simply a time inversion (i: c,í ='t). Under time inversion we

clearly have

ö(Z*,2-) = ö(t+,r-)
-\/\plz+rz-): Plz+'z-)

Z¡

b5

(23e)



Therefore, under the most generic residual diffeomorphisms, the scalar field / and

the field p transform as follows:

ó(Z*,2-) = ö("+, ,-) (240)

2þ(2+,2-) = 2p(r+, z-) +rn(a(z¡)Bþ-)) (24r)

where d(z+) = ft ar.d p(z-) = fu. Note that (241) is only well defined if the

derivatives of the gauge functions satisfy:

a(z¡)Bþ-) > 0 (242)

Using the definition of the light cone va¡iables (231), it is straightforwa¡d to obtain

the field equations in the conformal gauge (227-230) as follows:

,u"#.#:Q
#. # -,# -,#y* -,## -',"',u(ó) : o

#-#-,h#*,##- =Q

#,. # * r# - r##- r## +L¡""vç6r = o

We first note that equations (243-246) a.re equivalent to the following:

?rp .!"ro{ :n7zaôz- dö

#-+!""vç6):o

#-'##="'.ft(u"#):o
#,-r##=to#(u"#)=o

(243)

(244)

(245)

(246)

(247)

(248)

(24e)

(250)

In pa,rticular (2a8) is the difference between (244) and (246), while Eqs.(2a9) atrd

(250) are obtained by taking appropriate linear combinations of (244,246) and (2a5).



Equations (249-250) imply that

,-ro 9Ó = ge) (251)
oz+

u-"La^ : rQ+) Q52)

Clearty neither Í(t+) or g(z-) can be identically zero unless V(ó) is zero (cf. Eq

(248)). Note also that as a direct consequence of (251) and (252):

fa.)#--g(ùYa^ (253)

'We assume / and g to be smooth functious.

Substituting

e2o=+y (254)- s(z-) 0z¡

into (248) we obtain

#+!""vç6)=#.Ih#'rr, (255)

Defining the function j to be a solution of

fr=urr, (256)

we have

!!-røt--y+=y e57)0"+' "' 0z¡ d$ 0t+

Substituting (257) into (255), we see that

=a'! 1!"rr1r¡¿7 = #+L ,t , 9i
az+az-- 4" ' \vt Ôz¡02- ' 4gþ-)ôz¡

Analogously, since

e2o=+y (25e)- f(z¡) 0z-

v¡e can also write

#+tn",vç6)=#(#-i#,) (260)

ðl



a¡d therefore, from (248) it follows that

In (262) ç{-)(z-) *¿ 6(+)(z+) *" some functions of their a.rguments. Multiplying

the above equations bV Sþ-) and /(zç), respectivelS and using (253) leads to the

result that

grÐ þ¡)f("*) = Cçl þ-)g(z-) : constant = -t1t

This in turn leads i--ediately to the following equation:

(263)

Then, we cân write

hþ^.ifuiøt): o

#(#.i4,.1^iøt) : o

y^*I#,*, = sHþ-)

#-iJ-¡'r+*r: s(Ðþa)

rþ.)#+þ@): -Lrc

rþ*)#+ frrøl 
: -!c

"-"#^: Í('+)

4=r@)a9

##*r#*Iuøtff=o

(264)

(261)

(262)

Therefore, we have proven that the field equations in the conformal gauge lead to

the following equations

(265)

(266)

where,

(267)

On the other hand, it is noi diffcult to prove that (247-250) can be derived from

(265-266). Indeed, equation (250) is a direct consequence of (266). Diferentiating

(265) with respect z¡ we get:

58
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Differeutiatiug (265) with respect z- and (266) with respect to zç gives

ra.)#a^+rrvlø¡ff=o

#-r##"-2p-#r2P=o
From (269-270) and (266) it follows that

:*.,h, *lvçø¡ =o

-, =0"! 9!- -r!o =o'! : o- 0za0z-ôza - 0r+0za0z-

(26e)

(270)

(271)

Multiptyin g (27L) AV # aud taking the diference between this equation and (268)

we obtain (249). Equation (248) is obtained by diferentiating (265) with respect to

z- a¡d substitutine Íþ+) from (266).

Finally it is not difficult to prove tbat @a7) is not an independent equation, but

can be derived from (248-250). Indeed, differentiating (249) with respect to z- a¡d

(250) with respect to 2.. we get:

æö
022¡02-

(272)

(273)

(274)

(275)

(276)

(277)

(2i8)

ry -2 =a'! 9!- -29P =a"! : o@-'a"*a^ú- "Ð.aaa^
Using (2a8) we can express the second partial derivative of { as

#=-Lne,ev(ö)
Differentiating (27a) with respect to z¡ and z-, we have

æó ','Y9-!%vrøtW = -4e-'¿oTt*- zñæö ,,,Y9-!%vwt
@ = -4e=dóÐ-rE.

Substituting (275-276) into (272-273) we get

#(-i""#-,#) = o

#(-i""#-,#) = o



We are considering the case when the function V(fi is not ideutically equal to

zero, and therefore, $ f const This of course means that either ffi ot 8*it different

f¡om zero and then equation (2A7) follows a¡¡ direct consequence of, (277-278),
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2.6 Birkhoff theorem in 2d gravity

The field equations a¡e invariant under spacetime diffeomorphisms. In particula^r, if
we transform the fields according to (240,241) then the transformed fields ö *d þ

obey:

(27e)

(280)

and:

(281)

where the functions / and i a¡e related to / aud g as follows:

rz.)#+þøt: -!e

"-u# = iQ+)

uuøL = ãG_)

î(z*): ;f¡r{,*)

s(z-)=#nQ-)

(282)

(283)

Moreover, it can easily be verified that Õ: C. Thus the parrmeter C is invaria¡t

under the transformatious (240,24I). Indeed, the parameter C is invaria¡t u¡der

arbitrary spacetime diffeomorphisms since it can be written in the following covaria¡t

form:

C=-gþ'ö,uön-jØ)

In the conformally flat gauge (226):

(284)

t^,---,tnr'#Y--i(ö) (285)

as in (265).

On the other hand, f (r+) and g(z-) are coordinate functions. As long as

Í('+)g(r-) > o

it is always possible to choose a local coord.inate system in which iGà : 1 and

ã(Z-) : L. (Recall the condition (2a2).) This can be achieved by performing a
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diffeomorphism of the type (282,283) such that a: Í(r+) alrd P : Sþ-). In these

coordinates (we henceforth drop the tildes over the variables):

aóaóaó^
=î:--- 

: vOt Oz+ Oz-
Aó A!*9 = ze2p* = ãr* oz-

so that ÌÃ/e cãn rewrite the equations (265,266) as follows:

,#.þøt=-Ic
U'='f#

Notice that since / is independent of the time coordinate, so is p. 'We have

therefore proven that for any 2d gravity model all the solutions of the field equations

(extremals of the action) are essentially static.

Equations (283,289) a¡e easy to solve. Eq(288) is equivalent to

tdÓ1
J W: -U'*const (2e0)

The constant iu (290) is of no physical significance and can be made equal to

zero. It is related to the fact that after fi*iog the gauge o : f(r+), þ = g(z-),

there still remains a residual symmetry u:rder the transformations z+ + z1* const,

z- + z-*const.

The solution / = ö(a), p - pþ) of (288,289) is the following: Ö : ö(r) is the

inverse of the function , = H(ó) where,

H(ó)--2 Imfu (2e1)

and from (289):

e2p:-c+i(ö)
4

(2s2)

It is worth noting that in the case Í("+)g(r-) < 0, ore can repeat the argument

above to show that there always exists a local coordinate system iu which the solution

(286)

(287)

(288)

(28e)



is independent of the spatial coordinate. The solution is then identical to the one

above, with the ø dependence replaced everywhere by ú dependence. This situation

arises for the interior Schwa¡zschild solution: below the event horizon, the coordinate

r on which the metric depends becomes timelike.

We have shown that the analogue of Birkhoffts theorem is r¡alid for all the two'

dimensional models of gravity described by the action (147) (or equivalently by the

action (132) , since the extremals of (1a7) and (132) a¡e in a one to one correspondence

through a conformal transformation of the metric a¡d a redefinition of the scala¡ field).

That is, for any solution of the field equations generated by the action (1a7)(or (132))

there exits a local coordinate fra-e in which the solution is time independent. Up

to spacetime difeomorphis-s, the solutions a,re paremetrized by the rnlue of a single

physical observable.
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2.7 The Hamiltonian formulation of 2d gravity

In terms of the parametrization (176) the action functional (147) ca¡ be written (up

to surface terms) as:

,s = | atarlfrr*r' +zM' -2þ) 1{çzoo' -zMM' +2Mþ

+ 2o2 p' - 2M'p') - ""'oVç6¡)
(2e3)

In the above, dots and primes denote differentiation with respect to time and

space, respectively. The canonical momenta associated with the fields {örProrM}

are:

116 = ';trl+M'-þ)
TT,LLp = ;(-ó+Mó')
fIo=0

IIu=0

Clearly (296) and (297) are primary constraints.

canonical Hamilionian has the form

H" - | arlõnr * þno + önt, + un* - Ll (2e8)

where .C is the integrand of (293).

The ca¡onical Hamiltonian (298) can be expressed (up to surface 1s¡rns) as:

H"- lar¡ur+øgj
where

F = p'flr*ó'Tlo-il'o

g : 2ó" - 2ó' p' - Irrn, + ezev(ö)

We defrne the total Hamiltonian as

H7 - H" * | arçt"n, * Ìr¡atI¡¡)
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(2e4)

(2e5)

(2e6)

(2e7)

By definition (see (11)), the

(2ee)

(3oo)

(301)

(302)



where Â,o and I\¡4 atethe Lagrange multipliers associated with the primary constraints

floÈ0andII¡aæ0.

Equations (294-297) define the Legendre traosformations from the so called veloc-

ity phase space into the momentum phase space. In the momentum phase space we

ca¡ define the Poisson brackets. For any functions ,4. and B the Poisson bracket is

{A(t,c), B(t,y)} = l r, (ffiffi - ffiffi.
. 6A(t,a) 6B(t,y) 6A(t,a) 6B(t,y)+- 

-+
' 6 p(t, z) 6IIo(t, z) 6IIp(t, z) 6 P(t, z)

. 6A(t,a) 6B(t,y) 6A(t,,n) 6B(t,Y)+- 

-+*'"ffi&-:Wfulr3n3,WW-ffi@4) \uu'r'/

Clearly the Poisson brackets between the primary constraints (296,297) vanish.

In the Dirac-Hamilton formalism the time derivative of any function á is equal to

À,: y + {A. HrI (304)' 
& 

I Lr^t¿¿rJ

The Dirac-Hamilton field equations can therefore be written in the form:

à:^o

M = Ìtu

ó = -in,+Mó,
p = -inr*Mp,+M,

IIé = -2o" - 2(rp')' - o"'o# + (MIIó)'

IIT, - (Mil)' - 2(ró')' - 2oezeV(6)

no=0
ll¡a : 0

In order to obtain (305-312) we made use of (304) and of the following expressions

for the functional derivatives of. F and Ç:

ffi: -L*ørr')6(a-z))

(305)

(306)

(307)

(308)

(3oe)

(310)

(311)

(312)

b,l



gq = s,þ)6(a-z)
6116þ)

ffi: -þF,{')6(a-z))
gg = p'(z)6(a - ") + -Ltç, - "¡ (313)
6tIoþ) r \-''- \- Ôz-'- t

ffi -- '#uo - 
z) +'ftto'et6þ - "))+ u'\f) u@ -')

6G(a) = 
t

6n6þ) = -'¡noþ)6(a-z)

ffi : zþro'ra6(' - ,)) +2e2Pv(ö)6(, -,)
6G(c) 

= 
t

6rro@) = -int( z)6(n - z) (314)

The primary constraints (296,297) should satisfy the Dirac consistency conditions

which require that if a constraint is satisfied for a¡ initial field configuration then

it should be satisfied for any field configuration obtained from the initial one by

the Dirac-Hrmilton field equations (305-312). The Dirac consistency couditions on

the primary constraints (296,297) mean that for the solutions of the field equations

(305-312):

üo=0

I[* :0 (etS¡

On the other hand, from (30a) and (302) it follows that

flo = {II", //r] - -g
IIr = {tI¡¿, Hr} = -f (316)

In this way we see that the system has the following secondary constraints:

F = p'lo*ö'lIo-fl|=0 (317)

ç 2ó"-2ó'p'-Inrnr+e2ev(ö)No (318)
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Notice that when in the Hamiltonian constraints (317,318) one substitutes the

expressions ((294,295) for the momenta, one obtains exactly (192,193).

The Dirac consistency conditions should also be applied on the secondary con-

straints (317,318). We therefore require th,at i 
"od I vanish for all the field con-

figurations that a¡e solutions of the Dirac-Hamilton field equations (305-312). Flom

(304) and (302) it follows that:

F = {f(t,ø), f/a(t)}

: I ay çuçt,,y){F(t,a),F(t,y)} + o(t,y){f(t,a),Ç(t,y)})

g = {Ç(t,a¡, Hrþ)}

: I o, rrU,ù{g(t,a),F(t,y)} + c(t,y){g(t,x),Ç(t,y)}) (ale)

Using the definitioa of the Poisson brackets (303) and the expressions for the

functional derivatives (313,314) we find that:

{F(t,x),F(t,y)} : -Kurr- s) - zrftsç, - Y¡

{9(t,x),9(t,y)} : -#urr- y) - zrftt| - y¡

{f(t,c),Ç(t,y)}: -Hurr-y) -zOþrtç,-v¡ (320)

and therefore:

f - -MF' +2(MF)' - ag' *z(aj)' ñ 0

ç = -Mg' +2(Mç)' - oF *2(oF)' N 0 (321)

No fu¡ther constraints appear in the Dirac algorithm. It is straightforward to

verify that ali the constraints of the theory are first-class, indeed:

{Ii"(t, ø), II"(t, y)] : 0

{II¡n(ú, ø), II¡a(t, y)} = 0

{II"(f, c),II¡4(t,,y)} = 0

ot



{II"(t, x),f(t,y)]

{IIu(t,a),f (t,y)}

{II"(t, a),9(t,y)]

{IIv(f, z),9(t,y)}

{f(t,a),f (t,y)}

{9(t,t¡,9(t,y)}

{f(t,a),9(t,y)}

0

0

0

0

aF ^.
oaòl' -
o-r ^.

-;ò(ø -
oy
aç .,

-;Ò(3 -oa

ù -rr*6þ -s) È o

,l -rrh6þ -y) È o

,) -rsh6@ -s) æ o (322)
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2.8 Canonical gauge transformations

In Section 2.4 we obtained the infinitesimal gauge transformations for the fields ø,

M, p arld d in the form:

6o = n +€,o' -€'o *nM' -q'M
6M : €,+€¡ø' - €'M *To' -n'o
6p : €p' + €' +:G - Mp' - M')

6ö = €ó' +itø - Mö')

where { uod T ate two a¡bitrary infinitesimal functions of t a¡rd c. The same result

can be obtained from the Dirac-Hamilton analysis. Indeed, according to the general

theory presented. in Part I the generating functional of infinitesimal gauge tra¡sforma-

tions is a ünear combination of the first class constraints that satisfies the conditions

(19,20). For 2d dilatou gravity theories:

G : I d.a[CoÍIo * CuIIu * CrF + Cç9]

ff * {G, Hr} = | arln,flo * o,vrrlu]

þ (327) the coefficients Co, Cu, Cr, C9 axe fu¡ctions of ú and c. They are not

completely independent, indeed from (328) it follows th.at, Co and C¡a a¡e related to

Cr and Cç æ foilows:

Cu = Cr*CrM' -CiM *Cso' -Cb"
Co = Cç +Cro' -C'7o +CgM' -CbM (32e)

We assume Cr and Cs to be any arbitrary functions explicitly depending on the

variabies t and c but independent of the fields a¡d the ca¡onical momenta. Then

renaming Cr = {(t, r) and Cç = q(t,o) we obtain the generating functional of the

canonical gauge transformations (327) as follows:

/a [ ¿"lh * €o' - €,o * qM' - n'M)tr,+\' 
' *,* +€M'-€'M*qo'-rt'o)TIu++eF+nÇl (330)

(323)

(324)

(325)

(326)

(327)

(328)



The canonical gauge tra,nsformations of the fields and their conjugate canonical

momenta generated by G (330) are:

^6c6a = Ë: ù+€o' -€'o*TM' -q'M

6M = #= €,+€,u, -(,M *Tr, -rt,o

6p = ffi= €p' + r, -Inr
6ö = ffi= €ó'-|;n, (Bsl)

6no : -ff: o

ï = -Y:rtr,)'- z(,tö')'-zqe2ev(þ)

6G
ô116 : -T6= (€Iï¿)' -2rt" -2(np)'._,p"# ($2)

Usiug the definitions for the momenta (294,295) we see that (331) exactly coiucide

with (323-326).
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2.9 Global physical observables in 2d gravity

Given the existence of four fi.rst class constraints, there are no propagating modes in

the theory. The reduced phase space is finite dimeusional. We will now show that

there are two phase space degrees of freedom. It is useful to define the following linear

combination of the constraints:

0 = -e-z,(Ó'g+Lrnrr¡

- (Clp,ÍIr,ö,fløl)'

where we have defined the functional C by

(333)

clp,rro,ö,trol:- e-20 (+ -(d)r) - j(ö) (334)

with j(d) a solution to the equation:

W=v@)

p--l*Fffi

(335)

As long as e-2p ö' I 0, the set of constraint s (Õ, f) are equivalent to the original

set (9,F). C commutes with both d and .F and (333) implies that the constant

mode of the functional C is unconstrained. Thus C is a physical observable. The

momentum canonically conjugated to C must also be physical in the Dirac sense, and

is found to be:

(336)

Notice that to (336) we can add any function of C.

P also commutes with the constraints, and has a Poisson bracket with C of:

{c,r¡ -1 (33i)

As expected, both C and P a¡e giobal va¡iables: C is constant on Ð while its

conjugate is defined as a spatial integral.

Under the gauge transformations (331,332) the observable C remains invariant for

arbitrary test functions f and 4:

6C =0

7L
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For static spherically symmetric gravity the va¡iable C is equal to the ADM energy

of the system[61, 62].

For the observable P we have

(33e)

From (339) we see that áP = 0 only if the test functions { and ? vanish sufñciently

rapidly at the spatial infinity for the open case. In the compact case the variation 6P

is always equal to zero. This means that in the compact case both variables C and

P are invariant under diffeomorphisms a¡d therefore are iruly physical observables.

In the open case C is a true physical observable but the status of P is less clea¡.

The momentum variable P is associated with time diffeomorphis"'"

t + tt=t+.f(t,c)
r -) æ'=c (340)

such that f (t,t) does not vanish at the spatial infiaity.

Let us study how these time diffeomorphisms (3a0) can be generated canonically.

For this s'e use our expression (330) for the generating functional of infinitesimal

canonical gauge transformations and the relations (211) which tell us how the test

functions € uod 7 are related to the functions f u"d .ft of the generic diffeomorphism

t¡ansformations. Clearly for time difeomorphisms (340) ft = 0, and therefore we

have

6P=-rl*(¿!iru_úr1i!'))'

tt = -of(t,,c)
€ - -M fo(t,x) (341)

Substituting (3a1) into (330) we get

G,: I arl-f $,r) (un¡a t àno + MF + oÇ) -
-f U,x) (otr" + MtrM) + f'(t,x¡ (ztutou, + (Mz + o\rl')l ¡eaz¡



Gt is the generator of time diffeomorphism transformations.

Substituting (3a1) into (339) we obtain:

6p = _2 [ o, ¡ezo(_ttllono_+.?!f ö,)\,'1 -/**\ l'r-4(ó')' )

For stationary coufigurations, since II, = ?Mö' (295), we have

D- f ' e2qc Mr=-Jd',-õ;frh (344)

It is not dificult to prove that ff = 7): const for stationary solutions. Indeed,

for stationary configurations the momenta (294,295) take the form

II¿ : !wl+M')
fie = ?*r'

(343)

(345)

(346)

(350)

Substituting (345,346) into the expressious for the constraints .F = 0 (317)' I x 0

(318), and into the equation (310) we get

zLp,ö,* rLr*r,-{ö,,=o

2ö" - 2ó' p' * "'ov(ö) - 3* r'rM p' + M') : o

(ró')' + oe2ev(61 - f(ø')' = o

From (349) and (3a7) follows that

(oó,), + oe2ev(6) - z+ó'(M p' + M') = o

(347)

(348)

(34e)

If we multiply (3a8) by ø and take the difference between this equation and

Eq(350) we obtain

2oö" -2oó'p'-(o$t)'=0

On the other hand, it is not dificult to show that:

(35 1)

(+)' -- -ffi (2oö" - 2oö' P' - þó')')
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Therefore, from (351) aud (352) it follows that for stationa.ry solutious

e2Po

i=u=const 
(353)

Then we cân write the variable P as

p-_u¡a,ffi (s54)

or equivalently (since we a¡e using the ADM parrmetrization of the metric):

P--"|:-$ott --uJ or^

For the va¡iation of P under time diffeomorphism." (343) we have

6P=

(355)

(356)

Again, since ff: u = constrwe obtain that for stationary solutions the variation

of the variable P is equal to:

6P=ularf' (357)

Therefore, \Me cen give the following interpretation to the va¡iable P: for stationary

configurations the generator P is associated with global time diffeomorphisms of the

form (340) such that f'(t,î) t 0 and f does not vanish at the spatial infinity.

Since gauge transformations a¡e defined in terms of test functions that v¿nish at the

bou¡daries, P is gauge inva¡iant in this sense a¡d commutes witb the constraints as

claimed above. Ilowever, the observable P can nonetheless be changed by a un,on-

canonical" diffeomorphism; one for which the test functions € a¡d 7 do not obey the

usual boundary conditions.

Notice that for static conf.gurations P = 0 a¡d the variation 6P is also given by

the formula (35?). Static a¡e those stationary configurations for which M :0. Under

time difeomorphisms

6M: o2¡o'çt,a)
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Equation (358) can be easily obtained by substituting (341) into (324) and taking

iuto account that for static configurations M = 0.

Then, a.nother possible interpretation for P is that it is associated wiih global

time diffeomorphisms that transform static solutions into stationa,ry solutions.

Notice that if one is interested only iu the tra¡sformations of the fields p arxd

d uod their canonical conjugated momenta II, and fI6 under time diffeomorphis.''''",

then one can write the generating functional of these transformations as follows:

Gt=-l*ffrf,+ol) (B5e)

This is a direct consequence of (342). For stationary solutions 'we cân write

c, = -l*fr:r+r+oÇ)
= - I *f #e-"(,þ'Q 

+L¡n,r¡

= | a,f,A

= ,lar¡"O (360)

We see that A acts as the generator of time diffeomorphism. for stationa¡y cou-

figurations. An infinitesimal change in P is generated by the constraint i as follows:

(361)

As expected Eq(341) *d Eq(357) are exactly the saure.

This explains the apparent discrepancy between the size of the co'¿a¡iant solution

space and the size of the reduced phase space. In the case of spherically symmetric

gravity this has been mentioned in [70, 71].

For the solutions of the field equations iu the conformal gauge (265,266), since

tp=q#-ffi,

6P = {P,, Idrfg}
= u larf'
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the phase space variable P takes the form:

P =-ldrffi
-+ to,¿'(#å, ,f)

:v ;--oz+ oz-: -', I*lh *,,-,]
(362)

Clearly P is zero in the coordiuate frame in which the solution is time iudependent

(Í(r*) = g(z-) =constant), a¡d can be made different from zero by performing an

appropriate diffeomorphism of the form (237). This is a direct consequence of (282)

and (283). Thus, P is not invariant under space time diffeomorphisms, despite the

fact that it cornmutes with the constraints.
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2.LO Dirac quantization

We now proceed wiih the Dirac quantization of the theory in the functional Schrõdiuger

representation in which states are given by functionals of the fields, namely

ü = ü[ø, M,p,ö) (363)

As usual in the Schrõdinger representation, we define the momentum operators

as functional derivatives:

II" = -¿f'!oo

iru = -ou#
û, = -i'frL0p

û, '*6þ = -rn6ö

Following the Dirac quantization scheme, we define the physical states

those that are annihilated by the constraints:

(364)

(365)

(366)

(367)

\úp¡ya as

Iloüp¡y, = 0

II¡¿\[p¡y, : 0

jF,Irnry, = 0

günur. = 0

(368)

(36e)

(370)

(371)

The conditions (368,369) will require the wave functional üpuv, to be independent

of the fields M and ø. We therefore drop them from the following discussion.

üphy, = ,I,n¡rr[R, dJ (372)

The physical wave functional (372) is required to satisfy (370,371). As it is usual

in the quantum theory, there exists a factor ordering ambiguity in the definition of

the operators .F aÃd ç because these constraints involve products of noncommuting
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variables. In order to circumvent this problem we follow the method used by Hen-

neaux for the quantization of the J-T model in [a6] and by Gegenberg a¡.d Kunstatter

for 2d spherically symmetric gravity in [61]. We replace the Ha,miltonian constraints

.F and Ç by equivalent classical constraints which are solved for the momenta II, and

fI4. First, use Eq (318) to express II¿ as a function of IIr:

where we have defined:

IIøÈW

fle È QIC; p,ój

né= ffi

(373)

where we have defined

g[p,ö]=4ó" -4ó'p'+2e2ev(ö) (gz¿)

After substituting this expression into .F æ 0 (317) and doing some algebra one

fi¡ds

2p'TI? - $4)' = -2ö' glp, ö1 (375)

The left hand side of the above equation can be related to a total divergence:

2/Í'o- (4)' = -e2P ("-'on|)'

so that:

"-'of:'o 
: 2 I dxe-ze gt g[p, Sl

It is straightforrvard to verify that the resulting solution is:

(376)

(37i)

(380)

(381)

(378)

(37e)

and C is a constant of integration that corresponds precisely to the observable defined

in (28a).



Note that values of the fields for which Q' < 0 represent uclassically forbidden"

regions of the configuration space since they yield imaginary momenta.

It is straightforward to prove that

il#,',,,ril= ftQv;n'øt
(382)

Eq (382) guarantees that the constraints (378,379) have vanishing Poisson brack-

ets. We have accomplished the abelianization of the constraints.

We now defiue the physical states rïn¡r,[C; p,öl as those that a¡e ¡nnihilated by

the constraints:

(r, - Qlc; p dl) vn*, = o

(383)

(384)
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z.LL The quantum wave functional for 2d gravity

We look for a solution of (383,384) in the form

trpry,[C; p, ö] ="* (fstc ; o, d) (385)

where 5 satisfies the linear, coupled functional differential equations:

lsq'o'øl=ffi
Ttrt, o,r, = Qtc; P',öl

stc ; p, ói : I *lo + ö' tî (ffi)] * r¡t, a1

(386)

The integrability condition for these equations is satisfied, it is precisely (382).

The second of these equations can be directly integrated, since it does not involve

spatial derivatives, to yield:

(387)

where FIC; ö1as aû arbitrary functional independent of p. Remarkablg the remaining

operator constraint, applied to (387) yields the simple result that F[C; ö] -- FlCl --

constant(independent of /). Therefore,

ünr,"[c; p,ö]=xlcl"*p i l *[o * ø,r (ffi)l rmrl

where XtCl : expilfi.FlO] is a completely arbitrary function of the configuration

space coo¡dinate C.

Notice that from (334),(380) *d (384) it follows

Cünor,¡C; p, ól = Cún¡r"lC; p, þl (389)

or in other words, Ünuy,[C; p,ö]is an eigenstate of the physical observable d.

The wave functional in (38S) is invariant under the quantum constraint:

f = p'tIo+ó'rt;-ltt,
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It is also annihilated by the constraint fl Ydth factor ordering:

0 : t¡slö, 
eVlotroQ-'fr.

We also note that the phase of the wave functional becomes complex when Q is

imaginary. This is consistent with traditional quantum mecha''icst 82 < 0 corre'

sponds to classically forbidden regions in which the classical momenta are imaginary

(378,379). The phase can also pick up an imaginary pa,rt when the a^rgument of the

logarithm is negative, i.e. when

4(ö')'-Q'<o (3e2)

The physical significance of this contribution is less clear at this stage. ÏIowever,

it is interesting to note that in the case of spherically symmetric gravity' (392) is

satisfred for static solutions expressed in Kruskal coordinates when r 12m.

Finally, we remark that the wave functional rlrn¡r, yields, as expected, a consistent

representation for the physical phase space in the Schrõdinger representation. That

is, one can explicitly verify the relation:

- inftVrhy, : -P\[p4y"

where P is equal to the expression in (336) evaluated on the constraint surface.

The solution (388) has very interestiag features that highlight several important

issues in quantum gravity. As the notation indicates, the wave functional is an explicit

function of the physical configuration space coordinate C as well a functional of the

embedding variables p and /.
The wave functional (388) is invariant under spatial difeomorphis"'s

(3e1)

(3e3)

t -> tt:t

r --+ t' = t + .fl(t, r)

Notice that from (21i) it follows that for spatial difeomorphisms

=0
= - l'(t, r)
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The fields p and / transform as follows:

6p = -ftp'-- Í''
6ó : -f'ö'

and, of course, 6C = 0.

Fbom (396) ii follows that

6Q 

= -!,,Toi "'o

Substituting (396) and (397) into 6Vn¡", we get

(3e6)

(3e8)

(3e7)

6\rp¡y" = _tu l*(,,(o* r^Gm)))'üphv,

Therefore, 6Vp¡y" = 0 under the spatial diffeomorphism tra¡sformations (394) for

test functions /1 suficiently rapidly vanishing at spatial infinity.

Inva¡iauce of the wave functional under spatial difeomorphis-s guarantees that

one of the two functions p or ó is redunda¡t: it ca¡ be trivially eliminated by choosing

au appropriate spatiai coordinate. The remaining function is essentially the time

v¿riable in the problem. Different choices correspond to diferent time slicings. The

fact that the wave functional depends in a non- trivial way on this choice of time slice

(as opposed to the choice of spatial coordinate) is sometimes referred to as the many-

fingered time problem in quantum gravity[72]. However, in the present context it can

also be interpreted as a consequence of the fact that the solution which solves the

const¡aint I is analogous to a time dependent Schrõdinger state.

'We have so far avoided the question of the correct Hilbert space measure. One can

perhaps ask whether there exists a functional measure on the space of / and p that

makes this state normalizable. Alternatively, one cân first choose a spatial coordinate

and time slicing and then define the measure only on the (one-dimensional) space of

physical observables. This question can perhaps best be studied in the context of
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pa.rticula^r models, such as spherically symmetric gravity or the CGHS model. In any

case, it is hoped that the existence of the above exact solution in the most general

theory of two dimensional dilaton gravity provides a useful laboratory for the study

of this, and other fundr-ental questions in quantum gravity.

Finally we rema¡k that in [61, 62], the solution (388) was applied to spherically

symmetric gravity in order to find the quantum wave functional for an isolated black

hole. This wave functional was shown to have interesting properties consistent with

the presence of a quantum mechanical instability (i.e. Hawking radiation.)
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3 Spinning Relativistic Particle
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3.1 fntroduction.

The description of the motion of a spinning relativistic particle in 3*1 space'time

dimensions has been a subject of research for many years. Equations describing the

evolution of the classical spin in a uniform and static external electromagnetic field

have been proposed by several authors 173,741. Modifications of the Lorentz force

law for spinning particles moving in a slowly varying external electromagnetic field

together with some generalizations for the equations describing the spin precession in

this case have also been suggested 175,76,771.

It is interesting to note that so far all the Lagrangian or Hamiltonian formulations

which allow one to obtain the equations of motion for a spinning relativistic particle

in an external electromagnetic fi.eld from a,n action principle rely either on the use of

Grassmann variables [78, 79, 80, 81] or on the aualogy with the relativistic quantum

equations [82]. There exist however some Lagrangran and llamiltonian models [83,

84, 85] that describe the motion of a free relativistic spin"ing particle usiug classical

co'nrnuting variables, but, to our knowiedge, they have proven to be too complicated

to allow the introduction of an external field.

Recently, Yee and Bander [86] have proposed a Routhian function from which

the equations of motion for a spinning relativistic particle coupled to au external

electromagnetic and graviiational field can be derived. We think that to date this

Routhian formulation provides the most complete description. However, puzzled

by the absence of a classicai Lagrangian or H"miltoniao model in 3*1 space'time

dimensions which would at least describe the motion of a spi''ning relativistic particie

in a homogeneous electromagnetic field, we decided to see how such a model could

be built. The results of our investigation are presented in Section 3.2.

We propose a model that uses a.n idea suggested by Plyushchay in [84, 85] of

expressing the antisymmetric spin matrix in terms of some new coordinates and their

conjugate momenta as in the case of the orbital angular momentum matrix. We also

introduce some of the constraints proposed by Ptyushchay in his model for a free
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relativistic pa,rticle and we extend them to include interactions with a¡ external field.

As mentioned before, Plyushchay's model describes a free particle only; no interaction

with external fields is considered in [84, 851. Ou¡ model describes the interaction of

a spinning relativistic pa,rticle with gyromagnetic ratio g : 2 in an external static

uniform electromaguetic ûeld in 3*1 space-time dimensions. Wheu the external field

va.nishes it can be considered as a modification of the model presented in [84' 85].

The existence of anyons or particles with a^rbitra.ry spin and statistics in 2*1

d.imensious [88] has been attracting a great deal of attention due to the applications

to diferent planar physical phenomena such as the fractional quantum Hail effect

and possibly high-Tc superconductivit¡ and to the description of physical processes

in the presence of cosmic strings. Several field-theo¡etic models have been proposed

in which anyons appear as topological solitons [89, 90] or electrically cha^rged vortices

[g1, g2]. In a¡other approach point particles, described by scala,r or spinor fields, a.re

coupled minimally to a U(1) gauge field, the so.called statistical gauge field whose

d5rna",içs is governed by the Chern-Simons actíon [93]. However' none of the above

models gives a description for a free particle with a¡bitra,ry spiu.

In a field-theoretical context, it was first poinied out in [9a] that the a¡gular

momentum of single'pa¡ticle states can have fractional rnalues in 2*1 dimensions.

Recently, in Refs. [95, 96] the field equations for a free pa.rticle with fractional spin

were proposed and it was showu that their solutions re"lioe the one'pa^rticle states as

the appropriate induced representation of the Poinca¡é grouP in 2*1 dimensions. In

[g5] the corresponding classical actiou for the fields was constructed by analogy with

the action of the massive vector field. Ref. [97] dealt wiih the sarrre problem, but

sta.rting from the description of the cla.ssical action for a relativistic pa,rticle with fixed

mass and fixed a¡bitrary spin. There the set of Ha-iltonia¡ constraints was found

and two diferent schemes of the canonical quantization of the model were considered.

Ilowever, no interaction of anyons wiih the electromagnetic field has been considered

in the above mentioned works.
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In the last few years the properties of anyons in an external electromagnetic field

have been studied [98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103]. In pa^rticular, in [98], using the approach

of coupling fermions or bosons to a statistical Chern-simons field, it was shown that

one.anyon states acquire an induced magnetic moment consistent with a value of. g - 2

for the gyromagnetic ratio. In [101], based on heu¡istical a.rguments an equation for a¡

anyon in a constant magnetic field was assumed for the description of the relativistic

fractional quantum Hall efect. In a recent paper [103] the electromagnetic interaction

of anyons has been considered on the basis of classical analogy with the behaviou¡ of

a spiu in a¡ electromagnetic field aud intuitive arguments.

In Sections 3.3 and 3.4 we propose a model for a relativistic particle with a,rbitrary

spin and g'yromagnetic ratio g = 2 in an electromagnetic field in 2*1 sPace'time

dimensions. The model sha¡es some similarities with the one of Section 3.2, but it also

has diferences due to the fact that in 2*1 dimensions the spin should be parallel to

the momentum and therefore has only one physical degree of freedom associated with

it. It is achieved by extending the original phase space and then imposing additional

constraints so that the dimension of the reduced phase space be the correct one. Most

of the results presented in these last two Sections were published in [87].
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S.Z Spinning relativistic particle in an electromagnetic ûeld:

3+1 space-time dimensions.

Let the position of the relativistic pa,rticle be described by the four-vector oþ (p --

0,Ir2r3), and the spin by the antisymmetric spin matrix 5-. We introduce the

anxiliary'coordinates' nþ to describe the spin. In phase sPace g'8) we work with

the coordinates tF, f,þ a¡d their conjugate momenta p¡, æd pf). Tn"tefo¡e we can

write the following Poisson bracket (PB) relations:

(3ee)

(400)

(401)

(402)

(403)

(406)

(407)

(408)

The vector

(40e)

{r,P,} : -nvu

{ou,z,I -- {PurPrI = 0

{r,p{PI = -et u

{nu,n,} = 1O("),/")1 :0
{s,n,} = {r,p[îl] = þr,n,] ={p,p!")} = 0

where the metric tensor gpu = diag(+tr-l, -1, -1).
Let us defi¡e the antislæm,etric spin matrix S* as follows:

St,=nrPlil -rrPfl (404)

The total a¡gular momentum matrix Muu can therefore be written as

Myr: epp, - oupr* Sy, (405)

It is not difficult to verify that the momentum four-vector pu and the total angular

momentum tensor M' satisfy the Poinca¡e algebra. Indeed,

[Pu,P,] = 0

{Mr,px} = -gy\pv*grspp

{Mop, MttI = -gotMpo - gpoMq * gotMh * ghMoe

We d,enot e by Fyu a uniform static external electromaguetic field.

potential describing such a uniform static field ca¡ be expressed as

Ar: -I'*"
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Flom the definiiion (aOa) it follows

pt,rrob) =Lrf*Sr" (410)

For the d.escription of the spin',ing relativistic particle with gyromagnetic ratio

g :2 in an electromagnetic field Fru we plopose the ca¡onical Hamiltonia¡

H" - -;"' (411)

a^nd the primary const¡aints

Ø = ¡r2 - eSF'Fpu - m2 (4Lz)

Q -- þrpbt) (41s)

where by ,r, \ile mean

Tt, = Pp - eA,, (414)

The constraints (4L2r4Lg) deûne a subspace of. T'Q which we call Mo. Notice that

for the free case (F = 0) the constraint (412) becomes f - m2 = 0.

It is not difrcult to prove that

{T,r,} - -e?uu (415)

The prima,ry constraints (412,413) PB commute, indeed,

{0, C} - l¡up(n)v {ru,r,I -2eFþ"pf,){n,r,pþ)Iîc (416)

and substituting (a01) and (415) into (416) we obtain

{o, d} - -2en¡,uoprÞ)' l2eF*rþp(")' = 0 (417)

The total Hamiltonia¡ is defined to be equal to the ca¡onical lJamiltonian plus a

linear combiuation of the primary constraints:

Hy - -T"' + 
^o 

+ Àd (418)



where ¿1, a¡d À a¡e the Lagrange multipliers.

The Dirac-Hamilton equations of motion can therefore be writteu as

ùtt = ry- :ZÌvrp * ),p(n)u
dpu

,ht! = ry=2!teF+'n,*ÀrF
ôPIÎ'

(41e)

(420)

(42r)

(422)

(428)

(42e)

Pp=

iP:
-# = Ìte4y,r" +I¡x"ru,pþ)'

-# = ny *2[e1u,p*)u

0

12 + eFwnur(n)u þ *2 +|eFrrsu' * o

together with the constraiuts (412,413).

The consistency conditions on the primary constraints are :

ó + o (42s)

ö =o (424)

where å means that the equality holds for the solutions of the equations of motion

(4Ls-422).

On the other hand

ö + {0, H"} + 
^{0, 

o} + /t{0, d} @25)

ó + {ó, H"} + r\{d, o} + 
^{d, 

d} G26)

Obviously {0,0} = {ö,ó} -- 0. Substituting (411) and (a17) inio (425,426) we

obtain the secondary constraint

g - (trn)

The constraints (412,413) and (a27) define the subspace My

Notice that

(427)

{0, p}

{ë,0}
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The consistency condition on the secondary constraint d is:

0=0

On the other hand,

o ' {0,H"} + 
^{0, 

o} + L{0,ö}

: À(-*'-|e\u,Su')

su,i" Y o

are satisfred. Indeed, from (404), (al9) and (432) it follows:

St,i' = 2n(nrpf,) - n,pf,\r'

= zn(nr)pf,) - 2n(trp("))n,

: 2nopf,) - 2nþn,

a!. 
0

(430)

(431)

Therefore,

r4o (432)

aud no more constraints appear in the Dirac algorithm.

The constraint Õ is of ihe first-class because it PB commutes with d and 0. The

constraints / and 0 form a second-class pair. The Lagrangian multiplier Á, remains

u¡determined.

The number of degrees of f¡eedom in the phase space is equal to the dimension

of the phase space T'Q minus twice the number of first-class constraints minus the

numberof second-classconstraints: 16 - 2 - 2 = L2.

Therefore, there are 12 degrees of freedom in phase space. In the configuration

space, thus, there are 6 degrees of freedom. It is natural to think that 3 of these cor-

respond to the position of the relativistic particle and the other 3 to the components

of the spin.

Notice that the constraints / and 0 guarantee that the Frenkel conditions [77, 86]:

(433)

(434)
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Taking into account (419) and (a32) we see that we can rewrite the Ilenkel con-

ditions (433) in the equivalent form:

su,{ ú- o (435)

These conditions guarantee that only three components of the antisymmetric spin

matrix S¡r, are truly independent, as required by the faci that only three degrees of

f¡eedom are associated with the spin.

It is useful to define the spin four-vector as

Su =l;rroo, 
T\50'

¿ v1t.

Notice that in the absence of an external electromagnetic field the expression (436)

becomes equal to the Pauli-Lubanski fou¡-vector [104].

ftom the definition (a36) it is clea¡ that the spin four-vector is perpendicular to

the momentum zrr:

S¡rP = 0 (437)

Therefore, as expected, the spin four-vector .9u has only three independent com-

ponents. It provides an equivalent and convenient way of describing the spin. It is

not diff.cult to prove that from (435,436) the spin fou¡-vector can be w¡itten on the

constrained surface Mt as follows:

(436)

S* IL: 
errrpSo Sv 1t'

Indeed, from the definition of the spin four-vector (436) it follows

*P1
€yyopsd " : -- Je,,urpeo¡onnrso¡rq{r¿ ¿T'

On the other haud,

Eatpe €oPo| : 6et6i6þ + 6i6i6i + 6i6!6Pp - 6i6t6i - fl,6i6'p - 6i6\6i (440)

Substituting (aaO) into (439) we obtain

,u",ps' # - \ço's uy * n us,ptr| - r,s rpr

(438)

(43e)
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Using the Flenkel conditions (a35) we immediately see that the second a¡d third

terms in (aal) vanish in Ml and therefore 'rne obtain (438).

From the definiiion of the spin four-vector (a36) it follows that

s2 = s rsp = -f,ts*sr,) + þ{s*o")(sup op)

Substitutiug the Frenkel conditions (435) into $A2) we obtain

Sz Y -t {5,,5*) (443)

Let us rewrite the equations of motion (419-422) in a more staudard way. First

notice that from (419-422) and (a32) it follows

(442)

ùtt = 2L¡rP

ñtt = ZlteFþ'n,

Pu : ÌteEuur'

þÍ") = nu*2LeFu,pþ)'

On the other hand, from (a14) and (409) we have

'itt, 

= 
orr, 

_""fu*

= n, + |F,,t,
Substituting ( aa) and (aa6) into (448) we obtain

'irP:2l\eFt"tru

or equivalently

i p = 2lveFyrù' (450)

The derivative of the antisymmetric spin matrix S* with respect to proper time

(444)

(445)

(446)

(447)

(448)

(44s)

(451)

ris
S u, = irupÍP + nrplP - ñ,p(,:) - n"ÌtÎ)



Substituting ( a5) and ( a7) into (451) and taking into account (410) we obtain

Sr, =2LeFr"So, - 2ll,eFu"S.,p (452)

Comparing (a50) with the Loreutz force law we see that it is appropriate to choose

Â = #. With this choice the equations (450) and (452) read

ãu - LFu,à' (453)'fn

Sr,: ftrr"s,, - *rtt*, $54)

Equations (453,454) coincide exactly with those previously proposed in the lit-

eratu¡e [74, 86] for a relativistic spinning particle with g = 2 in a uniform static

electromagnetic field.

Notice that the Frenkel conditions (a33) are preserved in time (see the equations

(453,454)); iudeed,

d ,,
¿rrirrù') : Sþrù' + Sprã'

: 
ftFu"s,,à'- *r""souà'+ ftsu,F'"ù,

= -ftr:s"ui' * ftsu,F'"à,
_ -*ort"uà, * ftF,"s,uà"

n (a5õ)

From (454) it foilows also that the total spin (443) is a constant of motion.

dS2 _ ð qtrv
r - 

ultyv
dT

= - t*r,t t",su' * frF," 
s orsu'

2e
= --F¡rogo9 SprSu'

rn
n (456)

For the spin four-vector ^9u we can write the following evolution equation:

Su = Lpr,g, (457)
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Indeed, from (436) it follows that

S, = 
r¡ru,*#t^ 

-Iru,'ro" so"Q- +f,r*ur#Sø (458)

From (449) it is clear that (zr:t) = 0. Substituting (aa9) and (454) into (458) and

doing some algebra we obtain

su= fiur"prF"hrsþ, + *r*^#FÊ'So, (45e)

If we substitute (438) into (a59) and take into account that

€yvaß eoet'l = 2(q6x - 6i,q) (460)

we obtain straightforwardly the equation (457).

Therefore, our model seems to describe well the motion of a spinning relativistic

particie with gyromagnetic ratio g = 2 in an external uniform and static electromag-

netic field. The main ingredients of our model are the following:

¡ The phase space of the system is given by the coordinates øP and n! and thei¡

conjugate momenta pu and pf,).

r The antisymmetric spin matrix ,9u, is defined in terms of the four-vectors n,¡

and P(") as in (a'a).

r The canonical Hamiltonian is given by (a11) and the primary constraints are

(412,413).

Out of these starting points we have obtained the following results:

r The system has six degrees of freedom; three of them are related to the position

of the particle and the other three to the spin.

¡ The Frenkel conditions (a33) are satisfied.

¡ The correct equations of motion (453,454) are obtained and they preserve the

Frenkel condition. The total spin is a constant of the motion.
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It is useful to develop the Lagrangian formulation for our model. The Lagrange

function is defined in the velocity phase space ?Q which is described by the gener-

alized coordinates øP and nþ and the generalized velocities åP and åp. As showu in

Part 1, Section 1.2, the velocity phase space is the image of the subspace Ms when

the pullback application F.ú* is realized (see (29)). Mo is a subset of. T*Q which

is defined by the primary constraints (412,413). Notice also that, as shown in Pa¡t

1, Section 1..2, the relations (419,420) a¡e valid for any point in' TQ (see Eqs.(37))

and therefore are satisfied for any a,rbitrary trajectory, regardless of whether it is a

solution of. (421,422) or not. In fact, Eqs. (419,420) are just the definition of the

Lagrange multipliers. ln other words, the Lagrange multipliers are essentially those

,velocitiest that caunot be expresed in terms of the coordinates and the momenta

aloue.

Using the relations (419,420) and the primary constraints (412,413) we can express

the Lagrange nultipliers i\ and À in terms of the coordinates øP and nts and the

velocities åp and nt'. Ia ord.er to achieve that, let us notice first that Eq. (420) can

easily be solved for the momenta rF as

\rP = i¿þ -2lt'eFþ'n,

Multiplying (+19) by À and substituting into it (461) we obtain

¡zr(n)r = \àþ - 2LiLt' * 4Ìf eFþ"n,

(461)

(462)

Therefore, muliiplying (a61) by (a62) and using the prima^ry constraint (413) we

obtain the following equation:

)(å¿) -2yif -2lvÀepl'irn, *8[2eFþ'ñun, - 8Ä3e2{uogþ'F,pfronq =0 (463)

On the other hand., from the definiiion of the antisymmetric spin matrix (404)

and from (462) it follows that

¡2 gr - nt'(Àx, - 2Li¿, * Alyz eF,dn,,) - ()¿u - zLñp * 4Ìt2 ePpon.)n (464)
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From (461) it also follows

À2¡r2 = i¿2 + 4!t2 e2 Fuog\u F,pnonþ - 4/teFþ''hun, (465)

Let us use norry the other primary constraint, n"mely (4I2). We can write

À'(n'-eFurSþu -*'):o (466)

Substituting Eqs.(464) and (465) into (466) we get the following equation:

i¿2 +z^eFu'àur, -\ÌteFþ'ñtn, *L2lt2e2Fuog\v Frpnonq - \2m2 :0 (467)

Therefore, the Lagrange multipliers a^re the solutions of the system of equations

(463) and (a67). We have not been able to solve this system of equations exactly.

We use an iterative procedure to find approximate solutions when the strength of

the external field F* is not large. V[e assume that the solutions for Â a¡d À can be

written as a series expansion in powers of -F:

where Âo and À6 are the zeroth order terms, Är and À1 are the linear terms in the

field .F, etc.

ln the zeroth approximation the equations (463) aud (a67) become:

¡\ = Âo*Är*...

À = Ào*Àr*...

Ào(rï¿) -zLoilz = 0

if -À2orn2 :0

From (470,47I) we immediately find that

.rÆÀo=
rn

, lns)
,l^ - 2mt/it2
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In the first order approximation (463) and (467) read

À1(?ï¿) - Zh:if - 2ÌtoÀoeP" ùur, * 8hf;ePþu'hrn, = g

2ÀsePþ' à t ny - 8Ì\seFq''h un, - 2\sÀ1m2 -- 0

and f¡om them we find that

(474)

(475)

(476)

(477)

(478)

(47e)

Àr = 4Fu'ùun, - n#*Fp'hrn,

Är = ffi^, - ïM¡op'uàunu + +lüru'ñrn,

Substituting (472,473) and (476,477) iuto (468,469) we finally obtain the following

expressions for the Lagrange multipliers Â a¡d À in terms of the coordinates a¡d

velocities up to terms linear in the electromagnetic field:

À = tF 
+ Lpru¡un, - z+ry-Fp''it un,fn lnt m' n'

^ - 
(å't)¡r 

Ztn''Æ

The Lagrange function is equal to

L =rn, * iþp,, ¡ ¡rob\ (480)

where p, æd pf) should be expressed in terms of the generalized coordinates and

velocities.

Since Pp = T' * eAp we can rewrite (a80) as

L ='2n' * ùr * itp,-\ ¡ "o'
From (419) and (a20) it follows

ùr = 2[r2*)erp(")

ñp(") = Zltepþ' pf,)r, +)npr(")

L -;n' * 2/;(tr2 - eFP'nupÍ;')) + 2Ànp,-) * eAù

(481)

(482)

(483)

and therefore,
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Since L is afunction defined in the velocity phase space TQ and since the Primary

coustraint s (4L2,4L3) identically vanish in TQ, we can write

r =f,n' *2/r(rnz I eFþ'nupf;)¡ + eAù (485)

Substituting (a79) into (a85) we obtain up to the linear approximation in the field

strength:

(487)

Using (atO) for the Lagrange function iu the linea¡ approximation we can finally

write

L =f,nz .W (t + 4ru"nurg)) * eAù

In the zeroth approximation,

pfP: *(0,-l',)
tn

t/í¿z (t"-9*')

r =L¡n2 -W (t + firr,,tu") * eAù

(486)

(488)

(nþi{ - n'ñþ) (48e)

where,

SY'-- Lg{n'r -n'ùþ)-W
\Mith this we conclude our presentation of the Hamiltonian a¡d Lagrangian formu-

lations for a spi''ning relativistic particle with Srromagnetic ratio g = 2 in a uniform

a¡d static external electromagnetic field in 3*1 dimensions.

A question that im''''ediately arises is whether the model proposed here for a spin-

niug relativistic particle in 3*1 dimensions is valid in other space'time dimensions. A

very simple argument shows that the ans\ryer is negative. Indeed, if we use this model

for a particle in a¡ .ff-dimensional space-time we would have that the phase space

î'Q would be of dimension 4-ðf. Siuce the model has one first-class a¡d two second-

class constraints, then the number of physical degrees of freedom in phase space is:

4¡f - 2(1) - 1(2) = 4(N- 1). In the configuration space Q *" therefore have 2(trf - 1)

physical degrees of freedom. Of these, we need ¡f -l degrees of freedomfor describing
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the position of the particle in the .ðf-dimensional space-time. The remaining If - 1

degrees of freedom would be associated with the spin. On the other hand, we know

that the antisymmetric spin matrix in N space-time dimensions has |(If - lx¡f - 2)

independent components. This is because from the property of antisymmetry only

å¡f(¡f - 1) components are independent, a¡d since the antisymmetric spin matrix

satisfies the Frenkel conditions (433), it has only

11
,"t" - 1) - (¡{ - 1) = ;(¡r- lx¡r - 2)

independent components. Therefore, our model is valid only when

¡r-1=1,"-lxN-2).

Obviously, this condition is satisfied only for N = 4.

The model proposed here could be modified. If one starts with a configuration

space described by the variables øP and nþ in which there are .F fi¡st-class and 5

second.-class Hamiltonian constraints then the model would have 2If -F-lS physical

degrees of freedom. ¡f - 1 of these degrees of freedom would describe the position of

the particle and the remaining lÍ - F - lS + t should be associated with the spin.

Such a model could be valid only when

r'l¡r-F -;s * 1= ;(* - lx¡r-2).

This condition can be satisfied only for /f S 4 because the system must have at least

one fi¡st-class constraint, which in the free case becomes p2 - m2 = 0.

ln Section 3.3 we propose a model suitable for the description of a spinning rela-

tivistic particle in 2*1 dimensions.
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3.3 Spinning relativistic particle in an electromagnetic ffeld:

2+L space-time dimensions.

The position of the relativistic particle in 2*1 dimensions is described by the vector

s, 0.t: 0,1,2). The auxiliary generalized coordinates nu (P: 0,1,2) and 6 are

introduced to describe the spin. In phase space g'Q) we use the generalized coor-

dinates tþ, f,þ aad ø and their generalized conjugate momentu pu, pf)*¿ p("). W"

can write the following Poisson brackets (PB):

{rrrPr} = -9v,

{rrrxr} = {PurPrlr=o

{ru,plî)} = -et u

{nu,n,} = {plï),0(")1 -o
{îu,nu¡ = {ru,plî)} : {pu,n,} = {pu,p!î\} = 0

{o,p@)¡ = 1

{o,tu} = {o,pr} = {o,nu} : {o,pÍl)} : O

{p(o),rr} = {p("),pu¡ = {p("\,nr} = 1o("),0(")1 - 0

The metric tensor gpu is defined as

gy, = díag(+t,-l, -1) (4e8)

We define the spin vector Su by analogy with the orbital angular momentum in

2*1 dimensions:

Sv = -€t oP noP(n)9

The total angular momentum vector is given by

Ju: -E¡tap a"f + Su (500)

From the PB relations (490-494) and the definitions (a99) and (500) it follows

that p, and Ju satisfy Poincare algebra in 2*1 dimensions [95]:

{Pu,P,} =' 0

(4e0)

(4e1)

(4e2)

(4e3)

(4e4)

(4e5)

(4e6)

(4e7)

(4ee)
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Uurpr\ = €¡ru\p^ (502)

U, Jrlr : el,rxJ^ (503)

Let Fy, be a uniform static external electromagnetic field. A vecto¡ potential

describing such a fi.eld can be written as

Atr: -'r'*"

Let us defi.ne the vector.F as follows:

Fr: t¡ru,of,"o 
(505)

From the definition of the spin vector (499) a¡d from (505) it follows that

(rs¡ = Frs' - -Fu'nrpll) (506)

For the description of the motion of a spinning reiativistic particle in 2*1 dimen'

sions we propose the cauonical Hamiltonian

H"- -f,{"'+r)

and the primary constraints

(504)

(5oi)

(508)

(5oe)

(510)

where,

Q: 12 +ze$',s) - m2

ó = (trp{",)¡

p:rk)

Ty: pp - eAy (511)

The primary constraints (508-510) define the subspace Ms of. T*Q. Notice that

{T,r,} - 'eF¡,,

r02

(512)



From (490-494) and (512) it follows that the prima,ry constraints (508) and (509)

PB commute:

{o'd} = o (513)

It is obvious from (508-510) thai the primary constraint (510) PB commutes with

Õ and /:
{B,O} ={8,ó}:o

'We can write the total Hamiltoniaû as¡

Hr--i@'+1) +lto+ \ó+nB

where Ä, À and n æe the Lagrange multipliers.

(515)

Flom the total Hamiltonian (515) a¡d the prima.ry constraints (508-510) we derive

the Dirac-Hamilton equations of motion

(514)

(516)

(517)

(518)

(51e)

(520)

(521)

(522)

(523)

(524)

we obtain

(525)

(526)

itt = ry- :2lvrþ * À¡r(')r
oPp

ñr! = ry=2Ã¿Fp,n,*\tr|
oPli'

. 7Hro=@=n

Pp:

Èf:l =

,(') =

-# = A.eFp,lt' +L¡xur*pþ)'
?Hr .ñ

-ñ - cnt,*2lteflu,p(")'

u{, =l(,,,+r)0o2
12+ze(Fs)-m2=o

(zrp(")¡ - g

p(o) =o

Fbom the consistency conditions on the primary constraints (508-510)

the following secondary constraints:

= o(trn)

= n2 +L
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Notice that the coastraiut ã =0 (525) is satisfied either when o =0 or (zrn) = Q.

The subsp ace Ml defined by the constraints (508-510) and (525,526) is therefore the

union of two subspaces

Mt- Miuu{o\

The subsp ^"" Mlo) is defined. by the constraints (508-510), (526) and

o =0

The subsp ace Mi is defined by the constraints (508-510), (526) and

Q-(trn)-0 (527)

From the definition of the spin vector (499) aud the constraints / (509) and 0

(527) it follows that

euop S"rP W- o (528)

In other words, in Mi the spin vector ,9, is parallel to the momentum ru. This is

the analog in 2*1 dimensions of the Freukel conditions [77, 86]. Indeed, if we define

the antisymmetric spin matrix Su, as in Section 3.2:

Suu=nrplP -n,pfî), (52e)

we see that from this definition and from (499) it follows that

su: -f,rr'p soe (530)

Therefore, the l.h.s. of (528) can be rewritten as

e'op sorß 

- ;!":.:),':"t":o
= 'lr.,uu eolq S.trTP

1

= ,tnsl - if,fi)s,,rp

= z'::: 
-I''un'

p rrv ^ (531)
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and the relations (528) are equivalent to the Frenkel conditions

Suro'W- o (532)

Since rile are interested in the description of pa,rticles satisfying the Frenlcel con-

ditions (528), we will study the subspace Mi

The constraints (508-510) and (526,527) which define Mi satisfy the PB relations

(5i3,514) and

{Õ, á}

{0, x}

{ó,0}

{ó,x}

{8,0}

{B,x}

{o,x}

=0
=0

(533)

(534)

(535)

(536)

(537)

(538)

(53e)

= zr.Yo

=0
=0
=0

The consistency conditions on the seconda.ry constraints (526,527) lead to

rÉ'o (540)

No more constraints appear in the Dirac algorithm. The Lagrange multipliers

Ä aud q remain undetermined. Notice that the constraints Õ, B and X are of the

first-class ( their PB's with all the constraints vanish in Mi). The constraiuts d uod

d form a second-class pair.

Since the dimension of the phase space T*Q is equal to 14 and siuce there a¡e 3

fi¡st-class and 2 second-class constraints, we find that the number of physical degrees

of freedom (i.e. d.imension of the reduced phase sPace Mi) is: L4 - 2 (3) - 1 (2) = 6.

Therefore, there are 3 degrees of freedom in the configuration space Q. Two

of these degrees of freedom are related to the position of the relativistic particle in

the 2*1 space-time; the remaining degree of freedom is associated with the spin.

= 12 + eFrunro(n)v þ ,n2 - le(Fs) t' o
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This makes sense because from the Flenkel conditions (528) we know that in 2*1

d.imensions the spin is parallel to the momentum r^u and therefore, it has only one

degree of freedom. We can write

SuY -o
Tlt

{12

where a is an arbitrary para.meter.

W'e can now rewrite the equations (516-521) in a more convenient way. From

(5i1), (516), (5i9) and (540) it follows that

irp = Zl\eFyrr' (542)

or equivalently,

iþ = 2lyepþ, ù, (549)

From (517), (520), (5a0) and (529) it follows:

Su = ZlveFu,S" (544)

Noticing that

-e,,,x S^ : Irr,^ rÀol S,,g

_ trt;ut-6Pt6î)s,p

: Su,

and using (530), (5aa) and (545) we have

.1S, : -ìtu"p S"u

1

= -'¡e*p(zÌteForffP - }L,FP.tg")
I

= -ìr u,oe2Ìt eetþ' F" tS, * 2ltee1"' FB ^,5,)

= lte(-fl6i + 6iq)F",Su - Le$lsþ - 6iq)FP-,5"

-- Ztteflu,S" (546)

(541)

(545)
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Flom (5a1) and (542) it follows that

Sr= -a$¡2ÌteÍwS'y 1t'
(547)

Comparing (5a6) with (547) we conclude that for the solutions the paremeter a

is a consta¡rt of motion (independent of the proper time r). Notice also that f¡om

(546) ii follows that the total spin .92 is a consta¡t of the motion:

# :25þst' - z/..eFu,sps' : o

In fact, the total sPin

(548)

52=a2

as follows immediately from (541).

The Flenkei conditions are also preserved by the equations of motiou, indeed,

(54e)

ft{t u,n') : Srrn' + Sþuit'

2ÌteFu" So,Í' - 2lveHr" S.,rr' * 2heS uuF'oto

-2lt eF," Sop¡r' * 2lteS u,F'o ro

-2ll.eF,o Sout' * 2l\eFuo So¡r'

o (550)

(551)

(552)

Comparing (5+3) with the Lorentz force law \¡re see that it is convenient to choose

n = #. Therefore, we cân rewrite the equations of motion (543) and (5a6) as

ãt' : LFrrù,
rn

s" = LFrrs''rn

Equations (551) and (552) describe the motion of a relativistic spinning parti-

cle with gyromagnetic ratio g = 2 in a uniform static electromagnetic field in 2*1

dimensions.

With ihis we conclud.e the presentation of the Hamiltonian formulation of ou¡

mod.el. For completeness, let us d.erive the Lagrange function corresponding to the
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total Hamiltonian (515). The derivation is very simila^r to the one shown in Section 3.2

for a particle in 3*1 dimensions. The fi¡st step is to express the Lagrange multipliers

.4,, À an{4 in terms of the generalized coordinates æþ, nP and ø and the geueralized

velocities ùtt, ,i¿t' aud å. This can be achieved by using the relations (516-518) and

the primary constraints (508-510). Indeed, from (516-518) it follows that

\trþ

¡zOin)rt

Tl

= ,ht'-2lteFP'n,

= 
^',t' 

-ZLiLr * 4L2eFprv,

L

(553)

(554)

(555)

(558)

(55e)

Using now the primary constraints (508,509) we obtain the following equations

for Â, and À:

À(ri¿) - 2LiL2 - 2lvÀelluùur, * StvzePv'ñrn, - 8^3e2Fuogþ' F,pnonq = 0 (556)

if +z^eF'u àur, - SlteFþ'i¿t n, * I2lt2e2Fuoglu Frpnonß - ¡z*z - g (557)

Assuming that Á, a¡d ) can be written as a series expansion iu powers of the field

strength F we find that, up to terms quadratic in F:

^ - 
(i'')

¡r 
2mtÆ

À = 
tF+e-Pu'¡un,

TN

The Lagrange function should be equal to

t : or{"'+ 
1) + i'pr * ñ'pl:) * op@) (560)

where pu md pf) .hould be expressed in terms of the generalized coordinates and

velocities. 'We know that p(") : 0 in TQ because it is a primary constraint. From

(511), (516) and (5i7) it follows that

L = 
o=(r'+ 

1) + 2h(tr2 - eFl"nypÍ;")) + 2À(np(")¡ * opk) * eAù (561)
2',

-2+9FP'it,n,
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Since -D is a function defined in the velocity phase space TQ and since the primary

constraints (508-510) identically vanish in TQ, we can write

t = |{"'+ t) + 2L(m2 | eF,'nupf)) + "¿'t
(562)

Finall¡ using (506) and (558) we cân write the Lagrange function in the linear

approximation as follows:

r = |{n,+ 1) + W ( - 4úÐ) + "e,t

s,=-L*€yapnd (æ -9.)
where

(563)

(564)
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3,4 Dirac quantization.

Let us consider the Dirac quantization of the model proposed in Section 3.3 for a spin-

ning relativistic particle with gyromagnetic ratio g = 2in an external electromagnetic

field in 2*1 dimensions. The Dirac method consists of deriving the Dirac brackets [1]

among the generalized coordinates and momenta and then writing the corresponding

commutation rules among the operators in a Hilbert space. The physical quantum

states should be annihilated by the first-class constraint operators.

By definition the Dirac bracket between any two variables á aud B is

{A, B}p = {A, B} - {A,ç¡}Ci' {v¡, B} (565)

where g¡ are the second-class constraints and C is an antisymmetric matrix defined

as

g;i = {çt,ç¡} (566)

The Dirac rule for obtaining the commutation relations between the quantum

operators .4 a¡d B is

lA,Bl - i{A,B}p (56i)

I¡ the model proposed in Section 3.3 only two second-class constraints are present.

Notice that the Poisson b¡acket between these second-class constraints is (535)

{ó,0}Y *' -ae(f'.9)

Therefore, the antisymmetric matrix C is equal to

c - (*'- Be(Fs)) ( :, ; )
and for the inverse C-1 we can write

n-t L (ov:1@\-r
;)

(568)

(56e)
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From the PB relations (490-497) and from (570) we obtain the Dirac brackets

aurong all the variables that define the phase space T.Q, Then, from the Dirac rule

(567) it follows that the quautum operators obey the commutation relations:

lsrrtrrl = -igur*nffi
t* -r Å- sr
túlrr*vJ ."ttv^ 

çrn2 
_ ee(FS))

b,r,) = -i,eFr,, -; ,"'!*F'o,s=".1 ,' '(*, - ee(FS))

l",,oli)l = -isu,-;ffi
ln,n,j = ÞÍ1,,0Í,',1 =o
t- - 'r 

-, 
f,ut'

¡*¡11,evJ "(*r_ee(FS))

l"'PÍ:)l=-'ffi
f- -r -' 

eEr^n\r'
L,t p,,þvt " (*, _ ee(FS))

l* r, plpl = -r, "!r^o!^"'r^!:r,[" (rn2 _ee(ffl)

[o,oþ'f = ¿

lo,rul = lo,pul=la,nu)= þ,pf)] = 0

ln@,rrf = fn@,nuf = þt"l ,nr): þ('),Pþ)] = o

The quantum states of the system v should obey the equations

("'*ze(Ffl-*')vt= o (571)

p("){, = 0 (572)

(n2+r)r} = I (573)

where

S¡r: -€¡røpnop(")9 (574)
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Equation (b?1) was heuristically assumed in [101] for an anyon in a constant

magnetic field in the context of the relativistic f¡aciional quautum Hall efect and

receutly it was also obtained in [103] by introducing the minimal coupling with the

electromagnetic field in the symplectic structure. It is remarkable that our Dirac-

Hamilton formulation leads to the sarne equation. The remaining conditions (572,573)

are just related with ihe introduction of the additional variables nP and ø. As was

show¡. in [103], the nonrelativistic limit of (571) gives for the magnetic moment of

the anyon p : -edlm and \rye see again that the gyromagnetic ratio I :2.
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